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4INTRODUCTION
The aim of this report is to present an analysis and
comparison of enrollment in the modern foreign languages taught
in the junior and senior high schools of Massachusetts during
the academic year 1932-1933. The material contained in the ten
tables forming the "body of the report has been obtained from the
Reports on the Organization and Administration of Secondary Schools
in Massachusetts. These reports consisting of 222 for the junior
high schools and 251 for the senior high schools, have "been made
under the supervision of Mr. Burtt of the Department of Secondary
Education at the State House. It was due to his kind permission
that I was allowed to gather from the state educational files the
material necessary for a successful completion of my task.
In order to indicate the present status of modern foreign
languages in the secondary schools of Massachusetts, it seemed to
me that it might he of some significance to point out how the
r.odern foreign languages attained their present position in the
curriculum of the commonwealth. The first step will, therefore,
"be to give a "brief historical sketch of the gradual development of
the study of modern foreign languages in the public school system
of Massachusetts. After this historical presentation the reader
will find a detailed introduction regarding the arrangement and
contents of the ten tables forming the major part of the work.
The next step is the presentation of the ten tables, each one of
which is intended to show a comparison of enrollment in the
:..odern foreign languages taught in the junior and senior high
schools of Massachusetts during the academic year 1932-1933.

A summary table will accompany each major table for the purpose of
presenting conclusions. The conclusion of the report will consist
of statistical results found from a detailed analysis of the ten
major taoles as well as of the ten summary tables. A "bibliography
has been included to give original sources referred to in the
preparation of the historical sketch.
4
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HISTORICAL SKETCH OF THE DEVELOPMENT
OF MODERR FOREIGN LANGUAGES
IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOL
SYSTEM OF
MASSACHUSETTS
6c
MODERN FOREIGN LANGUAGES IN THE COLONIAL PRIVATE SCHOOLS
In order to shew how the modern foreign languages gradually
worked their way into the curriculum of the public schools of
Llassac'husetts , it is necessary to point out how they originated
in the Colonial Private Schools and how they entered the early
Academies which were the forerunners of the early public high
schools
.
Among the modern foreign languages studied in the private
schools of I lassachusetts during Colonial times, French was the
most papular language and its popularity grew when the relationship
"between France and the Colonies "became closer as a result of the
Revolution. The following paragraph indicates reasons for
the growing interest in the French language during the colonial/era:
"During the Revolution, and more particularly immediately
following it, the American Colonies "began to cast about for some
coujitry to occupy the place in their friendship formerly held by
England; and since France, the traditional enemy of England, had
proven herself so friendly, the Colonies were disposed to follow
her and to loolc to her for guidance in her ideals and in
establishing institutions. Some of the French patriots who, like
La Fayette and Quesnay de Beaurepaire, had come to help fight the
English, remained to insure the leadership of French ideas and
ideals, and to promote friendship between France and the new nation.
Many, too, began now to come to the Colonies for commercial or
scientific purposes." ^)
In 1735 a Frenchman, Langloisserie
,
taught French at Harvard,
but he was soon impeached for disseminating "dangerous ideas" in
( 1 ) E. '</. Bagster-Collins "History of kodern language Teaching in the
United States . " P.
8
(2) Charles H. Handschin "The Teaching of Modern Languages in the
United States" Bulletin 1913 No. 3 P. 15

religion and he was dropped from the faculty. His "dangerous ideas
consisted not in atheism but in the "belief in the divine
inspiration of certain dreams of life/"' In 1780 the American
Academy of Arts and Sciences was established at Boston on French
models. An instructor in French taught here until 1800, when it
was suspended in favor of private, or "extramural" instruction.
The movement of introducing the study of the French language
therefore spread gradually over the Colonies. The people were
interested in the French language and literature and as the
interest grew, instruction in the French language spread from the
private schools to the academies which transmitted it to the early
high schools and, in some cases, to the elementary schools.
Handschin states that the French influence in American education
was once so powerful, especially in the Carolinas and Virginia, as
to color not only the educational system, but the social and home
life as well. (5)
Although German educational policies and reforms exercised
a great influence on American education, the early beginnings of
the study of the German language in the private schools of
llassachusetts in colonial times met with very little success.
This was partly due to the fact that the first instruction in the
German language in America was given at the beginning of the
nineteenth century in the denominational schools of early German
colonists. ^ Hence either due to lack of capable teachers or
to mere indifference in offering the language to outsiders, German
made little progress at the outset in arousing the interest of
the public. Then it had to contend with the feeling of resentment
TTj IET5 - F7T6
—
—
(4) Ibid - 1.16
(5) Ibid - P. 16
(6) Charles H. Handschin "The Teaching of Modern Foreign Languages
in the United States" Bulletin 1913 Ho.8 P.S1
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that had developed against Germans as a result of the Revolution.
The last quarter of the Century brought the Revolution, in which
the Hessian and Brunswick! an mercenary soldiers played a part.^
This action served to discredit the Germans and set the tide
against them, and in favor of France and French ideas. As we
shall see later, the same thing occurred during the World ,.'ar
when German practically disappeared from the curriculum of -oublic
secondary schools. These two incidents illustrate what modern
foreign languages must contend with in order to keep its position
a standard subject in the curriculum of the American Secondary
School. Bagster-Collins points out that:-
"As a subject of study the modern foreign languages seem to
"be peculiarly subject to change; they are particularly affected
by human emotions and desires. Wars and rumors of war, the use
and fall of commercial activity and fashion have all been active
factors. A change has often come about, apparently without rhyme
or reason, for there has never been any fixed policy regarding
their position in the educational plan. If there had been, they
would not have been so often at the mercy of every fitful wind
that blew; it would have taken more than a great war to have
destroyed German as a school and college subject."
New England took up the study of German after attempts had
been made to establish Anglo-German schools in Cincinnati and
Philadelphia. Bancroft, the historian, and Dr. Cogswell founded
in 1823 the Round Hill School at llorthampton, Massachusetts . It
was modeled strictly after German educational ideals and it
flourished till 1839. All the students received instruction in
(
9
)German. ^Iven the German system of gymnastics was introduced. '
New England educators were keenly interested at this time in
German educational institutions. Cotton Mather had begun the
movement by his correspondance with Hermann Francke, the educational
reformer of Halle, Germany, in the eighteenth century.
(8) E. V/. Bagster-Collins "History of Modern Language Teaching
In The United States" P. 2
(9) Charles H. Handschin "The Teaching of Modern Foreign Languages
in the United States" Bulletin 1913 Iio.o
P. 33
r
Other prominent men connected with this movement are George
Ticknor and Edward Everett, who had studied at Gottingen. Sarah
Austin's translation of Victor Cousins T s "Report on the State of
Public Instruction in Prussia" was of very great influence in
turning attention to Prussian schools. The first normal schools,
modeled upon the German seminar, were founded in 1'assachusetts
in 1839. The technical schools, especially those of forestry,
were also in great part formed under German influence, as well as
the kindergarten. The general knowledge of German and German
institutions continued to spread and other eminent persons such as
Longfellow, Emerson, and Margaret Fuller glaired, a prominent part
in this German conquest of America. Longfellow began his famous
lectures on Goethe's "Faust" at Harvard in 1838. Madame de Stael T s
"Germany" had a widespread influence in spreading a knowledge of
German culture in America. German propaganda waa so
successful in the colonies that once introduced in the American
schools the study of German made rapid progress in arousing
interest. The study of German, was, therefore, making great
a dvances in keeping with the spread of German ideas in our
educational institutions. In 1870 the United States CommissionF/t
of Education made the following remark regarding the study of
German: "The German language has actually become the second
language of our Republic and a knowledge of German is now
considered essential to a finished education."
There is very little information regarding Spanish and
Italian in the private schools of lassachusetts during the
TTD1 IbTd P734 '
-
(11) U. S. Bureau of Education. Renort of the Commissioner, 1870
P. 55

Colonial period. After the Revolution, Spanish and Italian were
objects of study in the thriving coast towns. Spanish, hov/ever,
was more popular than Italian because of trade relations
.
( 12 )
In both Boston and ITew York there was considerable commercial
intercourse with the Spanish colonists in the second half of the
eighteenth century.
( 12 ) E.W. Bagster-Collins "History of Modern Language Teaching
in the United States" P.
9
c
MODERN FOREIGN LANGUAGES IN THE EARLY FAS3ACHUSETTS
ACADEMIES
The relative slowness with which the modern languages came
into their own as a subject for the curriculum affords a
typical instance of the schoolman's conservatism. French made
its way into the early high school "by way of the academy. Hence
it is necessary to point out the position of the subject in the
latter institution. V/e must remember what the attitude of the
Latin school masters was towards modern language as a study.
Only Latin and Greek were considered as a worthwhile cultural
and disciplinary studies. These two studies formed the bulk of
the curriculum of the Latin Grammar School. The curriculum of
the academy was broader and more flexible than that of the
Latin Grammar School, being designed to meet the needs of the
professions, the tradesmen and those of the university candidates.
Benjamin Franklin, who founded the first American academy in
Philadelphia in 1751, suggested French as one of the modern
studies in his curriculum for future lawyers, merchants and
doctors. Franklin's argument for his academy forms one of the
most famous quotations in American education. "As to their
studies it would be well if they could be taught everything
that is useful, and everything that is ornamental. But art is
long and their time is short. It is therefore proposed, that
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they learn those things that are likely to be most useful and
most ornamental; regard being had to the several professions for
' ' (13 )Y.mch they are intended." ' 1 It is therefore reasonable to
conclude that the inclusion of French in the academy paved the
way for an increased study of French in the more democratic
high school. In reviewing the growth of French as a school
subject it is interesting to review some of the arguments
advanced by one of the early supporters of modem language in
America. Benjamin Franklin has the following to say about the
subject of modern languages in his broader and more flexible
curriculum:
.
"when I had attained an acquaintance with the French, Italian,
and Spanish I was surprised to find, on looking over a Latin
Testament, that I understood more of that language than I had
imagined, which encouraged me to apply myself again to the study
of it, and I met with the more success as those preceding
languages had greatly smoothed my way. From these circumstances,
I have thought there was some inconsistency in our common mode
of teaching languages. tte are told that it is proper to begin
first with latin, and having acquired that, it will be more
easy to attain those modern languages which are derived from it,
and yet we do not begin with the Greet in order more easily to
acquire the Latin. It is true that if we can clamber and get
to the top of a staircase without using the sters we shall more
easily gain them in descending; but certainly if we begin with
the lowest we shall with more ease ascend to the top, and I
would therefore offer it to the consideration of those who
superintend the education of our youth, whether - since many of
those who begin with the Latin quit the same after spending some
years without having made any great proficiency, and what
they have learned becomes almost useless, so that their time has
been lost - it would not have been better to have "begun with the
French, proceeding to the Italian and Latin. For, though, after
spending the same time they should quit the study of languages
and never arrive at the Latin they would, however, have acquired
another tongue or two that being in modern use might be
serviceable to them in common life." (14)
(13) Aubrey A. Douglas "Secondary Education" 1927
(14) G. handschin "The Teaching of . odern Languages in the U.S."
Bulletin 1913 No. 3 pp. 90-91
*
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Since the academies depended largely upon their patrons T
approval, they catered to the interests of the students. odern
foreign languages, therefore, "became firmly established in the
course of study of the early Massachusetts academies. The
academy floiirished in every part of the country and especially
in Massachusetts. The height of the academy movement was reached
midway in the nineteenth century when it began to come more and
more into competition with the democratic public high school.
Handschin mentions that French was taught in the following
early Massachusetts academies:- Dummer Academy, founded 1763 and
incorporated 1782. Leicester Academy, incorporated 1782;
Phillips Andover Academy, opened 1778; Hingham Academy founded 1784;
( 15
)
and the Marblehead Academy, 1790. ' A few of the early
Massachusetts Academies of the eighteenth century, therefore, had
at least one modem foreign language in the course of study. By
1830 there were over 150 academies in the New England states, and
it became typical to offer instruction in French even if only as
an incidental study to which was attached a special fee. "To
what extent the modern foreign languages were studied in the early
years of these new schools is not known." ^-L6 ^
( 15 ) Charles H. Hands chin "The Teaching of 1 odern Foreign
Languages in the United States"
Bulletin 1913 No, P.13
(16) E. YJ. Bagster Collins "History of Modern Language Teaching
in The United States" F.13
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MODERN FOREIGN LANGUAGES IK THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS
OF I LAS oACHUSETT 3
A discussion of modern foreign languages in the elementary
schools of Llassachusetts has been included in this report because
of the relationship existing among the three following types of
schools - the elementary, the .-junior high and the senior high.
The junior high school includes grades 7, 8, 9, and denotes a
gradual change from the elementary school to the secondary school.
The educational system devotes interest to the individual pupil
in the junior high school by a program of exploration and
guidance. It is to be differentiated from the mass groups of
the elementary schools and the curriculum of the senior high
school. One of its important functions is that of prognosis, that
is, of discovering pupil aptitudes for certain secondary school
subjects, as for example, modern foreign languages. To many
educators, the junior high school represents the ideal stage at
which the study of modern foreign languages should begin. There
will be in the latter part of this report a detailed account of
the part modern foreign languages played in the j unior high
schools of Llassachusetts for 1932-1933. The present article
will attempt to show in what ways, if any, modern foreign languages
in the elementary schools exercised any influence in their
introduction to the junior high school.
In response to a wish of the superintendent to enrich the
curriculum, French was introduced into the elementary schools of
Boston in 1895. This superintendent wanted to include Latin and
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German in addition to French in the course of study of the
elementary school. Three elementary schools offered French in
Boston in 1895. In 1896 the number had increased to nine, with
a total enrollment of six hundred and fifty-six pupils scattered
among various grades . ^ ^ No adequate provisions seem to have
been made to secure suitable teachers or to determine any real
policy. The director of French and German resigned in September,
( 18
)
1896. The whole scheme of having modern foreign languages
in the elementary schools in Boston was dropped in 1897. There
were at that time one thousand and thirteen punils studying
French in eleven schools. 1
No further mention is made of modern foreign languages in
the elementary schools until they were again introduced into the
intermediate classes or the junior high school in 1914. In 1915
a committee worked out a syllabus for both French and German, and
in 1916 one for Italian and Spanish. In 1915 there were in the
seventh and eighth grades, or the intermediate classes, thirty-
two classes with a total number of one thousand two hundred and
eighty-one pupils who were studying modern foreign languages in
the city of Boston. 20 ^ In the Report of the Committee on
College Entrance Requirements appointed by the Hew England
I odern Language Association, which was presented at its annual
meeting in Hay, 1909, only three schools, two of T,-hich were in
Massachusetts , stated that French was taught in the grammar schools.
( 17 ) Annual Report of the School Committee of the City of Boston,
1896 - P. 42
(18) Ibid - 1.42
(19) E. W. Bagster-Collins "History of "odern Language 'Teaching'
in the United States" P. 24
(20) Renort of School Committee Boston 1915 School Document No. 12
P. 5
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The two Massachusetts towns were ©reenter and Abington. Mention
is made in the report of a few other cities, such as Springfield,
Winchester and Medford, Massachusetts, where French had been
previously taught, but had been given up. At present the teaching
of French below the regular senior high school seens to be confined
to the junior high school. German as a branch of study in the
elementary schools has been viewed favorably in"the German belt",
that is, the Middle West, where it is mostly found d\ie to the
large German population. There is no need of going into any
minute detail regarding the study of German in the elementary
schools of the Middle '.est because this report is limited to
Massachusetts. Even in the riddle '.'est there was a gradual
elimination of German from the elementary schools. Its status
as an elementary school subject has aroused intense opposition
and the number of cities where it has been offered has fluctuated
greatly from year to year. It was criticized because it took too
much time and money and it was difficult to obtain efficient
( 21
)
teachers with the result that instruction was very poor. ' Very
few authors mention German as an elementary school subject in
Massachusetts. The outloolc for German instruction in the
elementary school is good only in those sections of the country
having a dense German population.
Spanish is offered in the elementary schools in those sections
of the country which have been mostly influenced by Spanish
colonization, namely the Southwest. "In 1897, out of 344
elementary schools in the Territory of ITew Mexico, 106 were taught
(22)in Spanish and 95 in Spanish and English." 1
( 21) Charles H. Hand sellin "The Teaching of "odern Languages in
the United States"
Bulletin 1913 Ho. 3 F.67
(22) Ibid - 1.83
4
In 1887 a lav; was promulgated in Colorado as follows:- "Wherever
the parents or guardians of twenty or more children of school age
of a district shall so demand, the district board may procure
efficient instructors to teach the branches required by lav/ in the
German and Spanish languages or in either." That law is still in
force. v ; In spite of such favoritism for modern "foreign
languages, English has slowly replaced Spanish in the schools of
the Spanish States of the United States. Spanish has now no place
in the public elementary schools anywhere
,
except in ITew York City,
where it is optional in the eighth grade as is G-erman and French,
and in Boston, where it is included in the curriculum of the seventh
grade as is French. Boston's school officials have insisted that
every pupil who begins a foreign language should look forward to
continuing it far enough to gain something of what the French call
"effective possession". To that end they have ade it possible to
study a modern foreign language all the way from Grade 7 to 12,
inclusive. Hence, the study of modern foreign languages begins in
what was formerly and still is in many districts the last two years
of the eight year elementary school. At present, however, grades 7,8,
and 9 are commonly considered as belonging to the junior high school
system, which represents the point of transition between the
elementary school consisting of six years, and the senior high
school composed of three years.
The above report on the status of modern foreign languages in
the elementary schools of Massachusetts verifies the following remark
made by Payne in his book entitled "Public Ele entary School
Curricula, p. 22.
(23) Ibid - p. 83

21 a
"Thus it seems settled, that a foreign language, ancient or modern
is not wanted in the public elementary school." French and German
were, therefore, introduced for a short time in 1R95-1896. I~o
mention is made of schools offering either Spanish or Italian. Hence,
modern foreign languages did not enter the junior high schools from
the elementary schools. Their introduction into the junior high
school is a result of one of the functions of the school, namely
that of exploration. This means that at the outset, the junior high
school included many senior high school subjects in its curriculum.
It gradually discarded those that it could not teach suitably.
Evidently modern foreign languages were taught efficiently, for they
have become part of the ordinary junior high schools, especially
those of large cities. This function of exploration or prognosis
has led to the introduction of the General Language course which in
many schools is offered in place of, or accompanying one modern
foreign language, usually French. Because of its prognostic value
for secondary school pupils THE" G-eneral language occupies second
place in the number of schools offering it and the number of pupils
talcing the course.
G-eneral Language is a course usually placed in the junior
high school, covering a semester T s (or a year T s work), offering
instruction in the history of the development and evolution of
language, especially of the development of the English language, an
introduction to the results of comparative philology, anj/exploratory
lessons in several different foreign languages. The course was
organized in foreign language departments as a part of the junior
high school movement toward providing general introductory courses
and has become a subject primarily for teaching the evolution of
language and for the orientation of the pupil in the study of foreign
language s
.

Objectives of general language may "be grouped according to three
types
:
(1) Orientation (.guidance;; to develop a language-sense and to
provide sufficient foreign language study to enable a pupil to
choo3e(or avoid) a foreign language for further study.
(2) Academic; to impart a knowledge of the evolution and development of
language in general and of the English language in particular, and to
give a knowledge of the organizing principles in common to all languages.
(5) Appreciative; to create a greater interest in an appreciation of
the English language, a sympathy and feeling of good-will tovrard
foreign peoples and an interest in- the study of language for itself.
Thus general language furnished material for exploration and
junior
guidance of the^high school pupil, tests the ptipil T s search in the
study of certain fields, supplies a great deal of general information
valuable in itself, and cultivates the proper emotional attitude for
the hoy or girl of the junior high school age. (Material on L-eneral
Language obtained from "Instruction in foreign Languages" by Helen
M. Eddy. Bulletin 1932 i,o.l7 . onograph 24 pp. 56-61. iff ice of
education, U. 3. Department of the interior.
)
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MODERN FOREIGN LANGUAGES IN THE EARLY MASSACHUSETTS
) HIGH SCHOOL
The modern foreign languages v/ere early introduced into
the I.Iassachusetts high school and their growth, though at first
rather slow, was aided, especially in Massachusetts, "by the
establishment of the English Department in the high school in
addition to the Classical Department which still p.dhered to the
rigid curriculum of the Latin Grammar School whose successor it
was* The course of study of the Classical Department was largely
influenced "by the college entrance re' uirements which emphasized
at that time the study of Latin and Greek. The course of study
of the English Department resembled that of the Academy and was
,
therefore, more flexible. Of the modern foreign languages studied
in the early Hassachusetts high schools, French again assumes the
leading part. The steady growth of French study dates from the
period of the rise of the public high school. It made its way
into the program of the secondary school by way of the academy,
Which made this contribution to the early high school along with
other practical studies. French made an appearance in the early
Massachusetts high school as an elective or optional subject.
In 1826 it appeared as an elective in the last two years of the
Boston High School for Girls. In the English High School of
Boston, French is mentioned in the regulations in 1836, but it was
probably introduced as early as 1832. (24)
(24) E. W. Bagster-Coirfns "History of T "odern Language TeacAi-v-
in the United States" P. 26

Before 1840 and 1841, French was taught in very few high schools
of Massachusetts, not more than five towns reporting the subject
up to that date. V/hile there are very few modern language
statistics available for this period, Horace Mann, Secretary of
the Massachusetts Board of Education, in a study made in 1842,
reports that eight hundred and fifty-eight pupils studying Latin
in the entire state so that the number of modern foreign language
pupils must have been very small indeed. From 1857 to 1898,
however, the study of French in the high schools of assachusetts
towns, of four thousand inhabitants or over, was recuired by law,
and thus it naturally grew in importance.'^"' Another factor in
arousing interest in the study of modern foreign languages was
their introduction as specific entrance requirement for a degree
in certain colleges. This occurred in 1875 and thereafter French
and German became more firmly intrenched in the secondary school
curriculum.
Alexander Inglis in his dissertation on "The Rise of the
High School in Massachusetts " includes some pertinent facts
regarding the status of modern foreign languages in the early
Massachusetts high school previous to 1865. Between 1834 and
( 26 )1841 only thirteen towns offered French. ' Between 1837 and
1847 there were seventy-six pupils enrolled^inyjpublic high schools
in Massachusetts .
^
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^ About 1850, in the following six selected
towns - V/are, Roxbury, Ilymouth, llarblehead, Lowell and Lynn -
there were two hundred and two pupils enrolled in French in the
public high schools. The total number of students studying French
(25) Alexander Inglis "Rise of the High School in Massachusetts TI
pp. 52-33
(26) Ibid - pp, 89-90
(27) Ibid - p. 92

in I860 in the seven following towns - Springfield, Randolph,
Millbury, Lynn, Haverhill, Danvers and llymouth - was two hundred
and three.
<
28 ) It is very evident that the study of French did
not flourish previous to the Civil War. It is likewise of some
significance that the general trend of college entrance
requirements has had an important bearing on the development of
modern language study in the public high schools. Besides French,
the other modern foreign languages did not occupy a very prominent
position in the high schools of Massachusetts before the Civil War.
By 1860-1861, Spanish had appeared in the curriculum of four
schools, Italian in two, and German in six. Spanish was taught
in Salem, Massachusetts as early as 18150 and perhaps earlier.
Then, it appeared irregularly in various reports of that town.
It was also introduced into the English High School of Boston as
early as 1856. It was taught in the Somerville High School in
1853. In the Bedford School Committee Report for 1854-1855 in
the course of study given on page six^ollowine: this statement is
found:- "The Spanish, Italian and German languages may be commenced
by such pupils as in the judgment of the ] aster have acquired a
(29)
competent loiowledge of the French language." After the Spanish-
American War of 1898, Spanish found its way into a good many
public high schools and may be taught according to State
regulations in certain states, of which Massachusetts is one.
Italian first appears in the high school course of study
in Massachusetts in the Brighton High School in 1842. It was also
taught in the Bedford High School as indicated in the previous
paragraph. Previous to 1865, no other towns in Massachusetts
appear to have offered the subject. Handschin states that Italian
Jj8l Ibid - x.92
~~
(29) Ibid - P. 134-135

has been practically unknown in public high schools in the United
States, except in the cosmopolitan schools of New York and
San Francisco.
German first appeared in the curriculum of the Dorchester
High School in 1854. In the report of the School Committee of
;/ayland for 1854-1855, German was included in the r>ro osed course
of study, hut there is no evidence to show that it actually was
taught. In 1855 eight students in the Newburyport High School
were reported studying German. In 1855 it appeared in the course
of study of the Nantucket High School, and in 1858 it was found
in the Lawrence High School. It was also adopted in ""edford in
1854-1855. (30)
(30) Data on Spanish- Italian- and German Appears Practically as
Summarized on Pages 134-135 of A. Inglis T "lUse of the High
School in luassachusetts . "
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STATUS OF MODERN FOREIGN LANGUAGES IN THE UNITED
STATES FRO:: 1890 TO 1915
Along with the introduction of the free democratic public
high school in our educational organization, there came a
tremendous growth in high school population within the past forty
odd years in the united States at large. The result was that as
the total school enrollment of the nation increased/ the total
enrollment in the various secondary school subjects did likewise.
Hence, the modern foreign languages profited "by this increase in
total school population with the result that they attained a very
important position in the school curriculum. The following figures
taken from the Report of the U. 3. Commissioner of Education, 1916,
ffolume II pp. 487-489, will give an idea of the change in total
modern foreign language and school enrollments of public high
schools for the country as a whole in five year periods from 1890
to 1915:-
Total Total
Year German French
Enrollment Enrollment
1890 21,538 11,858
1895 39,901 22,813
1900 74,408 40,395
1905 137,661 62,120
1910 175,083 73,161
1915 284,294 102,516
Total
Spanish
Enrollment
Total
Secondary School
Enrollment
4,920
31,743
202,963
350,099
519,252
679,30a
739,143
1,165,495
This comparison shows that the enrollment in modern foreign
languages advanced slowly but steadily. In 1890 the percentage
which the German enrollment formed of the total school enrollment
was 10.51. In 1895 it had increased to 11.4 r^er cent. In 1900
it was 14.33 per cent. In 1905 it jumped to 20.25 per cent.

In 1910 it advanced to 23,69 per cent, and in 1915 it was 24.39
per cent. In 1890 the percentage which the French enrollment
formed of the total school enrollment was 5.84. In 1895 it had
advanced to 6.52 per cent. In 1900 it advanced again to 7,78 per
cent. In 1905 it was 0.14 per cent. In 1910 it advanced slightly
to 9.90 per cent. In 1915 it decreased to 8.80 per cent. In
1910 the percentage which the Spanish enrollment formed of the
total school enrollment was .57. This percentage increased to
2.39 by 1915. It is evident that "between 1890 and 1915 German
made the greater progress in establishing itself as a modern
foreign language in the United States as a whole. There is no
doubt that this great increase in German enrollment is due in
large part to the influence of the, Middle .'est, the so-called
German belt. French enrollments between 1890 and 1 915 did not
malce as rapid progress as did the German enrollments. Between
1890 and 1915 the percentage which the total French enrollment
formed of the school enrollment had increased only 2,96 while that
of German had increased 13,88 for the corresponding length of time.
Enrollment in Spanish is given only for 1910 and 1915. In five
years the percentage which the Spanish enrollment formed of the
total school enrollment had increased 1,72.
The above figures, therefore, represent the status of modern
foreign languages in the United States previous to the forld War,
It will be of some interest to observe the effect which the war
made upon the position of each modern foreign language previously
considered.
f
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EFFECT OF THE WORLD WAR OH THE STUDY OF MODERN
FOREIGN LANGUAGES
The effect of the war on the study of French in the
United States is 6 triking. In 1915 it was estimated there v/ere
over three hundred thousand pupils studying German in our
secondary schools. Bagster Collins points out that during the
war, instead of occupying a commanding superiority in every
section of the United States, the numbers dwindled to a nere
handful of pupils over one -third of which are found in the
private schools, especially in the large preparatory schools
( 31
)
of the East. v ' The v/ar, therefore, afforded French and other
modern languages not under the attack of war prejudice, an
opportunity to expand. The percentage of 10.54 for the year 1915
rose to 16.76 in the nine following years. Although it did not
advance to the position formerly occupied "by German, yet this
rise of six per cent within this short period in the country as a
whole represents a remarkable gain. Such a rapid decrease in
German study during and after the World War is merely an indication
as to what the modern foreign languages must contend with. I.'owhere
else can prejudice wreck such havoc in a specific public secondary
school subject. There is no doubt 'that the study of French would
decrease the same as the study of German decreased if war should
be declared between France and the United States. The result
would probably favor the study of another modern foreign language,
perhaps Spanish^or might lead to a more intensive drive for the
abolition of modern foreign languages on the plea of economy and
lack of worthwhile reasons justifying the J Bplace in a curriculum.
(31) E. V/. Bagster-Collins "History of kodem Language Teaching
in the United States." F.34
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MODERN FOREIGN LANGUAGE DATA FOR THREE REPRESENTATIVE
ACADEMIC SCHOOL YEARS IN MASSACHUSETTS
Nov; that we have seen what effect the ,,'orld rrar had upon
the study of modern foreign languages in the United States as a
whole, let us consider pertinent data on the subject of modern
languages for three representative school years in Massachusetts.
The first academic year to be considered will he that of 1921-1922.
There were at that time 262 secondary schools with a total school
enrollment of 98,100 pupils. Of this number of schools, 251
offered French to 37,730 pupils, or 38.5 per cent of the total
secondary school enrollment; 94 schools offered Spanish to 10,793
pupils, or 11.0 per cent of the total secondary school enrollment;
and 64 schools offered German to 3084 pupils, or 3.1 per cent of
the total secondary school enrollment. ;
The Modern Foreign Languo,ge Study released in 1928 a very
complete report on enrollments in foreign languages. The Committee
conducting the inquiry secured positive information regarding
foreign language enrollment in 83 per cent of the public secondary
schools in 1925. Their findings were that slightly under 24 per
cent of the pupils were registered in Latin and slightly more than
24 per cent in modern foreign languages. The modern foreign
language enrollments stated in terms of percentages of total school
enrollment were:- French, 13 Spanish, 10; German, 1; Italian and
(33)
other foreign languages, negligible. '
VST) Bulletin 1924 L'o.14 Vol. II T-p.580 of the Bureau of Education
Department of Interior Biennial Survey of Education 1920-1922
(33) V/heeler and Others "Enrollment in Foreign Languages in
Secondary Schools and Colleges of United States" Vol.4, 1928 of
Publication of American and Canadian Committee on : odem LangoagM*
9
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They found that in Massachusetts 304 public secondary
schools had a total school enrollment of 143,582 pupils, of
whom 67,038 or 47 per cent, were enrolled in modern foreign
languages. French had an enrollment of 51,820 pupils; Spanish
was second with 11,358; German came third with 3662; others,
(General Language) was fourth with 392; and Italian was fifth
with 198 pupils/ 34 *
In the 1930 Office of Education Bulletin of the United
States Department of the Interior, there is further data regarding
the enrollment in modern foreign languages in Massachusetts for
the academic year 1927-1928. There were in that school year
266 schools offering French to 44,196 pupils; 65 schools offering
Spanish to 9010 pupils; and 61 schools offering German to 4120
pupils. (35) ^Q men ^- ion was ma&e 0f enrollment in General Language
or Italian although data for the latter subject had "been given in
1925. The latter part of this report should, therefore, "be
useful as it gives a very definite idea of the status of each
modern foreign languages taught in the junior and senior high
schools of L^assachusetts for 1932-1933.
1541 Ibid" - 1.97
(35) Office of Education Bulletin 1930 IIo.l6 PP. 1063-1064

CONCLUSION OF HISTORICAL SKETCH
It was the aim of the preceding pages to consider the most
significant data available regarding the gradual development of
modern foreign languages primarily as a secondary school subject
in the public school system of Massachusetts. This historical
presentation "began with the introduction of modern foreign
languages in the colonial private schools. It was clearly pointed
out that because of social, economic and political reasons, French
became the predominant .Modern foreign language taught in the
colonial private schools. Although German had received a
favorable start during colonial days, especially in the Middle
Colonies, it was discredited as a subject for study in the ^rivate
schools of the time because of the part German mercenary troops
played in the American Revolution. This feeling against the
German language lasted until approximately 1830 when in I'ew England
certain eminent persons became interested in German educational
policies and theories. From 1850 on, German educational ideas
had a profound influence on American education. Robert Cole in
his book "Modern Foreign Languages and Their Teaching" says that
this influence helped stimulate an interest in the study of German
and elevate it to a parity with, or wren a superiority over, French
as a part of the curriculum of secondary education. ,ith the use
of the academy system, the modern foreign languages became a
recognized feature of American secondary education. Benjamin
Franklin led the new demand for more -practical subjects than those
of the rigid curriculum of the Latin Grammar School by introducing
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French and German in his academy which he founded in 1749 at
Philadelphia. Several of Franklin's comments prove that he was
an ardent advocate of modern foreign languages in the "broader
and more flexible curriculum of the academy. Mention was made
of those academies in Massachusetts offering either French or
German. The next significant factor pertained to the introduction
of modern foreign languages in the elementary schools of
Hassachusetts
. The conclusion based on the evidence offered
was that a foreign language, either ancient or modern, was not
wanted in the public elementary schools. The junior high school
should, therefore, be the ideal stage at which to begin the study
of modern foreign languages because it represents a point of
transition "between the elementary school and the senior high
school. It is in this educational institution that exploration
and guidance of pupil capabilities are stressed by the use of
prognostic tests in order to determine whether or not pupils are
fitted for certain secondary school subjects. With the
introduction of a new type of educational institution, namely, the
democratic public high school, modern foreign languages took on a
new importance. The public high school waa slow in its
development. Hence, the number of pupils studying modem foreign
languages in the public high schools was for several years very
small. During this time, however, French and German were being
widely taught in the academies, that is, the competitors of the
public high school. Handschin presents data to show that nine
per cent of all the students in secondary shhools were studying
French in 1886 and that the corresponding percentage in 1905 was
11.4. In German, the percentage in 1886 was 11 and in 1905 it
was 20.34. These figures are for the country as a whole,
considering Hassachusetts alone, it is necessary to point out that
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French has always "been the predominant language in the ^tate just
as German is the leading language of the Middle'- 'est and Spanish
of the oouth-Yfest . The predominant language in a section of the
country, therefore, corresponds somewhat to the cultural "background
of the population. The trend of college entrance requirements
had an important hearing on the development of modem foreign
language study in secondary education. It vras not until 1875
that any marlced interest was shown in the modern foreign languages
in the colleges. It was about this time that the modern-language
teacher in the colleges and universities was raised from tutorial
to full professorial rank, '..hen colleges "began to include modern
foreign languages ad entrance requirements, more and more
secondary schools were required to introduce the subject into their
curriculum. In addition to this factor the value and importance of
the public high school had become fully recognized as a result of
the Kalamazoo Case, which in 1874 legalized the spread of the public
high school in the state of ." ichigan. The case became a legal
precedent for other states and greatly influenced the development
of the high school at public expense in spite of the fact that some
of the states were slower than others to acknowledge the responsibility.
The case settled definitely the right to levy taxes in Buppori of
free public secondary education, a right without which the American
high school could never have been brought to its present stage of
development and become generally accepted as a part of the
educational system of each state. The result was a tremendous
increase in total school population. Hence, modern foreign languages
profited as did other subjects from this increased enrollment. ~s
total school enrollments increased it was natural to expect total
modern language enrollments to increase. This fact vras pointed out
effectively by the figures given for modern language ezirollments
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in the United States from 1890 to 1915. The conclusions drawn from
the figures given were that German was first with respect to total
language enrollment, French second and Spanish third. This was
previous to the World "Jar. There is a different picture after the
World V/ar. French has assumed the place formerly occupied by German.
Spanish had "been gradually working its way into the secondary school
curriculum, following the Spanish War of 1898, it "began to increase
in popularity and with the decline of G-erman during the 'World War,
Spanish became firmly intrenched in the secondary school curriculum.
G-erman was then in third place. The historical sketch ended with a
consideration of modern foreign language data for three re -pre sentat ive
school years in Massachusetts. The first school year, namely that of
1921-1922, stated that out of 262 secondary schools in Massachusetts,
251 of them offered French to 38.5 per cent of the students, that 94
offered Spanish to 11 per cent, ajid that 64 offered German to 3.1 per
cent of the total number of students. Figures for 1925-1926 and for
1927-1928 are of a similar nature, indicating that in the secondary
schools of
. Massachusetts for three representative school years, French
is first in total modern language enrollment, Spanish is second, and
G-erman is third. it should, therefore, "be of some significance and
of some interest to consider the status of modern foreign langup.ges
in the junior and senior high schools of Massachusetts during the
academic year 1932-1933 and find out what changes, if any, have
occurred. This constitutes the second and major part of this work.
The figures given are taken from the most recent survey conducted by
the State Department of Education.
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INTRODUCTION TO THE ANALYSIS AND COMPARISON OF
ENROLL;mSf IN THE MODERN FOREIGN LANGUAGES
TAUGHT IN THE JUNIOR AND SENIOR HIGH
SCHOOLS OF MASSACHUSETTS DURING
THE ACADEMIC YEAR 1932-1933
The material presented in Tables I to X has been obtained
from the junior and senior high school surveys conducted in
1932-1933 for the commonwealth of Massachusetts. These surveys
concern the organization and administration of the junior and
senior high schools and have been authorized by the Massachusetts
Department of Edtication. They are made under the supervision of
Mr. Burtt, who at present is state supervisor of secondary
education. It was due to his kind permission that I was permitted
to gather from the state educational files the material which I
have incLuded in the ten major tables of this report.
Since Massachusetts has so many secondary schools, it was
necessary to devise a system of classifying them. I have used the
same system that the Department oi Education uses, namely, that of
dividing the schools alphabetically in groups on the basis of total
school enrollments. This means that schools with 500 pupils and
over form one group. This group is followed successively by groups
of 201 to 500, 101 to 200, 51 to 100 and 1 to 50 pupils. This
applies to both junior and senior high schools. The reader should
have no difficulty in reading any of the tables ^resented in this
report because of their simple construction. In addition, the
titles explain clearly and concisely the information which each
table aims to present, 'whatever is included in the tables always
pertains to the title and column headings, and hence, there should
be no misunderstanding as to what any of the figures presented in

the tables mean.
Each table is properly entitled in order to denote its
significance and its relationship to the tables that either
follow or precede it. For a clearer understanding of the summary
table accompanying each of the ten major tables, I refer the
reader to the Introduction to the Summary Table fo^nd on
pages ( 44-45 ). In the body of the report the reader rill find
a total of twenty tables, ten of which present an analysis and
comparison of modern foreign languages in Massachusetts for
1932-1933, and ten of which summarize and draw conclusions from
the original tables. For clearness and convenience, each summary
table has been numbered similarly to the table whose material it
summarizes, the only difference being the addition of the capital
letter A.
Eight columns are used to represent the material of each
major table. At the top of each column there is an explanatory
heading in order to point out the nature of the material to be
presented. The first column states the location and in some cases
the name of the school, in an alphabetical order. The second column
indicates the number of years a modern foreign language is offered.
The third, fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh columns state the
enrollment by course and at the bottom the total language enrollment
in French, Spanish, German, Italian and General Language for each
school wherever the language is offered. The eighth column states
the total school enrollment in each school.
I trust that the presentation of all tabular material
presented in this report will meet with the reader's approval.
(c
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TABLE I COMPARISON OF ENROLLMENTS IN THE MODERN FOREIGN
LANGUAGES TAUGHT IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS OF rJLSSACHUSETTS
TOTAL SCHOOL ENROLMENT 500 AND OVER - 1932-1933
Location Year French Spanish German Italian '-er.err.1 Total
and of Enroll Enroll- Enroll Enroll- Language School
Name Course ment ent raent inent Enrollment Enrollment
Adams I 75
\ \j . X . J. J- UJ.XK.C 0 \j J
TTX X 47
1 P? 631
Agav/am
ill JL XI1<5 U UX1
C TT'n «=< +- )\ Hid*o 0 / 503
Arlington I 129
(West! II 33
1 £ 9 APTOCX
A +h nlUllUX 518W X. \J
"Dal ry\ /-\vi 4" TX
T T1 X
1 ^P
Q QI/O
iUOU
jj os i/0n , jl • TX
V d • xi uarns ; TTX X l X
OlU 1 343
x> os 13 on , o . TX 7Q
(Bigelov/
)
T T11
T T TXXX
OX
PR
x«_}o 503
T} c/t 4* /*\vijj os Ti on TX p^l
(Brighton II 101
T.A.Edison) III 95
TpT 791
JJ O O U Oil TX JL jCJL
V LrrOTcr TTX X t no
UXC V -L- i-lJ. / III 76
317 936
"R l"S Q "t" ClVI
1006
( Charlest own)
riosTon TX 1 PD
^i/UI OiiCo uC J. TTX X 101JL_W J*
f"l V f TTrsl npo 1U . Vv • I1U -LluC; o / TTTXXX
IIIA
242
1^7
926
DOS UOX1 I "P36 35
(Dorchester II 118
987
"F? w Thonvns on
)
354 35
Boston I 282 "
(Dorchester II 175
W .Wilson) III 372 1304
"ST9~
Boston, East I 90
(Donald McKay) II 90
III 90
1171270
Boston I 154
(Hyde Parle
Y/.P .Rogers'
II 68
222 1076
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TABLE I (GQffTHUED) COLIPARISON OF ENROLLI._ENTS IN THE MODERN
FOREIGN LANGUAGES TAUGHT IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS OF
MASSACHUSETTS - TOTAL SCHOOL ENROLLMENT 500 AND OVER - 1932-1933
Location Year French Spanish German Italian General Total
and of Enroll Enroll Enroll Enroll Language School
Name Course ment ment ment ment 1 Enrollment Enrollment
Boston I 75 78
(Jamaica Plain II
ary E.Cnrley) III
Boston
(A.Lincoln)
Boston
("...attapan
Solomon lewenberg)
75
150
142
2~2T> 1195
569
1025
~
< /> o "f~ nyiJjUo OUZi TX 33
( \ i chel- II 60
Angelo
)
III 33
126
-X. l^J \J 1010
Boston I XOu
/ "D /*v *v~Y> i 1 "V> t r
v xioxiJury TTX X
JJO VJ X O / III_L _L J_ 77
382 1038
Boston I 224
TIJL J- 68
X #xlUUoCVCl-U / III 53
771
xJosuon TX
II 105
Roxbnry IIIJ_ J_ _1_ 73
Robert G c>Jlav7
;
IV oo
731o v±
Boston I 210
(W.H.Taft
)
II 140
III 105
947455
Boston I ~T5 31
(Washington) II
III
53
38
A 124
975290 31
Boston I 1X7
(Roslinaale
)
II 72
( V/ashington
Irving)
III 63
28T 1254
Chelsea I 24
( Carter) II 79
170 24 684
Chelsea I 111 25
( Shurtleff
)
II 37
III 20 744
xT8~
Chelsea I 121
(Williams
)
II 81
III 33
2~3~5" 824
c
TABLE I (CONTINUED) COMPARISON OF ENROLLMENTS EH THE MODERN
FOREIGN LANGUAGES TAUGHT IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS OF
MASSACHUSETTS - TOTAL SCHOOL ENROLLMENT 500 AND OVER - 1932-1933
Location Year French Spanish German Italian General Total
and of Enroll Enroll Enroll Enroll Ha.nfruafe School
Name Course ment ment ment ment Enrollment Enrollment
Chicopee I
Chicopee I
(l.ichael A.ICirby)
Everett
(Albert H. Pariin)
Fall River I
(Henry Ford) II
III
IV
Fall River
(James M.
Morton)
I
II
III
_^dv
Fitcfrburg I
Framingham I
(liemorial) II
Greenfield I
Holyoke I
(H;B.Lawrence) II
Leominster
Lexington
Lowell
(Bartlett
)
Lowell
(Butler)
I
II
I
II
I
II
Lowell I
( Charles W.Morey
)
Lynn (Breed) I
Lynn (Co"bhett) I
Lynn (Eastern) I
Ludlow
Maiden (3ee"be) I
II
..alden (Brown) I
II
balden
(Lincoln)
Ifedford
(Roberts
)
I
II
I
II
6T
126
36
653
1407
1119
1044
805
508
550
555
822
554
743
520
895
1089
1120
1480
611
737
740
932
1305

TABLE I (CONTINUED) COMPARISON OF EimOLLLlENTS IN THE MODERN
FOREIGN LANGUAGES TAUGHT IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS OF
I.jlSSACHUSSTTS - TOTAL SCHOOL ENROLLMENT 500 AND OVER - 1932-1933
Location Year X1 X (7IXOil vjtCJ X Hldll X UcXJLXca*I1 X U 1/dJL
and of Enroll Enroll Enroll Enroll lan^iage School
Name Course IUO.ll \J IUC JIT; mq t ro A Trt "T"lllt?IXT/ Lie 111/ alillX UJL-LLl"!! 0
Bedford I CO
( Lincoln
)
II
IAdY.
29
43
100 898
Bedford (West)
Me thuen I IDC
( Central II 1 20
527
Milford
(George S.Stacy) 526
Milton I
II
4-4-
44
75
53
128 748
New Bedford I "S3" 180 1291
Newt onvilie I _>U JLO JL
(F. A. Day) II -Jrr
"64* 131 659
Newton T1 ~~84 2lT
(Warren) II 46
~~TTJL JL 826
Natick I O 17O 1
(Cooli&ge
)
II O JL
780TT8
Needham 545
New Bedford I TOT 1309
(Normandin
)
168Newton Center I
( J.l/.'.Yeeks II 32
859HI 168
Northampton
291
574
Norwood I 25 899
Pittsf ield I 56"
II 91
7751/7
Quincy (Centra 3)1 259 918
Quincy (North)
quincy (Point)
JJtiiney (South)
I
I
361
25T
294
1181
751
902
546Reading I 30
(V/. S.Parker)
Revere I 124 24
(J.A.Garfield) II 84 575208 24
Somerville I 296 "T9 88
(Northeastern) II 172 27 41
III 24 7 5 15214"92 53 134
6
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TABLE I (CONTINUED) COMPARISON OF E1\!"R0LLI,JE1TTS IN THE I.IODSRN
FOREIGN LANGUAGES TAUGHT IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS OF
MASSACHUSETTS - TOTAL SCHOOL ENRCLIENT 500 AND OTP. - 1932-1933
Location Year French Spanish German Italian General
and of Enroll Enroll Enroll Enroll Language
Name Course ment ment ment ment Enrollment
Total
School
Enrollment
Somerville
( Southern)
Somerville
( ,/estern
)
Springfield
(Buckingham)
Springfield
( Chestnut
)
Springfield
(Forest Park)
Springfield
(I.Ivrtle St. )
Springfield
( State St.
)
Spr ingfield
(West)
Springfield
(Van Sickle)
V/altham (North)
,/atertovm
(East)
V/atertovm
(West)
..ellesley
(A.L.Phillips)
V/inthrop
Wdbum
,'orcester
(Grafton St .
)
I 142
II 33
III 16
191
I 123
II 41
III 8
lT2~
I 142
II 68
I 139
II 58
T9T
I 121
II 96
3T7
I 41
II 28
69
I ~5~9
II 21
80
I 94
II 15
T09"
I 31
II 23
T4
I "IT
II 15
26
I ~T9~
II 34
III 41
"94"
I
~"9~6~
II 52
ws
I "3T
II 90
T2T
I 60
II 60
III 60
& II Adv. 120
300
59
~59
"85"
"85"
116
150
150
190
1350
1184
1178
1417
1380
520
709
864
726
538
644
837
531
959
1061
60 20
io 1480
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TABLE I (CONTINUED ) COI.DrARISOlT OF ENROLLMENTS IN THE J'ODERN
FOREIGN LANGUAGES TAUGHT IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS OF
MASSACHUSETTS - TOTAL SCHOOL ENROLLI.iENT 500 AM) OVER - 1932-1933
Location Year French Spanish German Italian General Total
and of Enroll Enroll Enroll Enroll Language School
Name Course ment ment ment ment Enrollment Enrollment
V/orcester I 68 ?A 43
(Providence II 147
Jt.) Ill 14
£29" T4~ TT
(
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INTRODUCTION TO SUMIIARY TABLES
The purpose of each summary table following each of the
ten major tables concerning the enrollment in the modern foreign
languages taught in the junior and senior high schools of
Massachusetts during the academic year 1932-1933 is to point out
the significant and important data that has been drawn from a
careful, intensive analysis and comparison of the modern foreign
language enrollments taken separately as well as by variety of
courses offered.
Since secondary schools in Massachusetts are so numerous,
surveys made regarding their organization a,nd administration are
grouped in the files of the Department of Education at the
State House on the basis of school enrollment of 500 pupils and
over, 201 to 500, 101 to 200, 51 to 100 and 1 to 50 pupils. This
applies to both junior and senior high schools. I therefore had
to consult 473 secondary school survey* (222 for the junior high
schools and 251 for the senior high schools) in order to get the
necessary date for a successful completion of my report.
In tabulating the ten major tables I classified the schools
according to the way I found them grouped at the State House. I
assumed it would be preferable to use this form in arranging the
tables not only because of its convenience but also because of the
fact that it would be too complicated to attempt to gather all the
data regarding modern foreign language enrollment in the secondary
schools of Massachusetts together in one lengthy table.
As I have mentioned above, each of the ten major tables of
of the report has been accompanied by a summary table whose purpose
it is to present summaries and conclusions based on the original
\
(
i
data of the longer table immediately preceding it. The title of
each summary table indicates clearly and fully the exact nature of
the information which it is to present. The conclusions and
summaries of each table are presented in five columns; the first
states the modern foreign languages and the number of courses
offered in each; the second gives the enrollment of each modern
foreign language course and also states the total enrollment for
each separate modern foreign language; the third points out the
percentage which each modern foreign language course enrollment,
as well as the total enrollment for each separate modern foreign
language , formed of the total school enrollment; the fourth consists
of percentages which each modern foreign language course formed of
its own total languo.ge enrollment; and the fifth column includes
the percentage of schools offering the modern foreign language
courses. The total percentage represented at the bottom of the
last column for each modern foreign language is to be differentiated
from the percentages above it. The latter percentages are based on
data of the particular group being considered while the former, that
is, the last figure under each modern foreign language is based upon
the entire number of junior or senior high schools in Massachusetts
offering the language as the case may be. Hence, in each sumrary
table under each modern foreign language the percentage of schools
offering the language is based upon 222 junior high schools or
251 senior high schools.
f
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SUP: ARY AND CONCLUSIONS OF TABLE I
TABIE IA NUMBER OF PUPILS ENROLLED ITT COURSES IN FRENCH, SPANISH,
G-ER.AN, ITALIAN AND GENERAL LAHG-TJAG-E III THE NINETY JUNIOR HIGH
SCHOOLS OF MASSACHUSETTS VflTH TOTAL SCHOOL ENROLLMENTS CF 500 1UII13
AND OVER A3 REPORTED IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL 3URVEY FOR 1932-1933
,
ITH THE FOLLOV/TNG PERCENTAGES : (1) PERCENTAGE "JHICH THE MODERN
LANGUAGE FORP-ED OF THE TOTAL 3CH0CL ENROLLMENT; (2) FERCEfiTAGE "VHICH
THE MODERN LANGUAGE FOR" PDD OF ITS OWN TOTAL LANGUAGE ENROLL' CENT
;
(3) PERCENTAGE OF SCHOOLS 7/HICH OFFERED THE LIODERN LANGUAGE
Percentage lercentage of each "ercentage of
Language Enrollment of Total
'
Podern Language Schools offering
School Course of its own the Podern
Enrollmai t Total Enrollment Language
French I 7060 8.9 53 78
French II a r\ C\ A4094 5.2 31 63
French III 1738 A.O Ci f
French IV 77 .08 .5 2
Spec. French 326 .4 2 4
Total 13,295 16.78 or 17 99.5 or 100 31.5
Spanish I 461 c. D
Spanish II 102 .1 14 2
Spanish III 157 .1 22 2
Total 720 .8 100 4.05
German I 139 .17 49 3
German II 142 .18 51 1
Total 281 .35 100
Italian I 88 .1 66 1
Italian II 41 .05 30 1
Italian III 5 .00056 4 1
Total 134 .15056 100 .45
Gen . Language I 2906 4 100 17
Total 2906 4 100
e
(
c
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TABLE II COMPARISON OF ENRCILLTENTS IN THE MODERN FOREIGN
LANGUAGES TAUGHT IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS OF TASSACHUSETTS
TOTAL SCHOOL ENROLLMENTS 201 TO 500 - 1932-1933
vocation
and
Name
Year
of
Course
'French.
Enroll
ment
3Vanish'
Enroll
ment
German
Enroll
ment
Italian
Enroll
ment
General
Lan^ua^e
Enrollment
Total
School
Enrollment
Amestiury
Amherst
I
II
Chicopee Falls
(Taylor)
Danvers ( Richmond
)
Dorchester
( J.V.'inthrop}
E.Bridgewater
East Dedham
( Oakdale
)
East Hampton
East on No.
Falmouth
Eoxborough I
Andover( Stowe
)
I 32
Arlington— j.— -i L. L W \— -L ±. I 22
( Center
)
II 18
III 12
52
"R illerica
Bridgev/ater I 80
3 o s t on So. I "To 79
( Gaston II 33
III 33
TOT 79
Boston So. I T8~2
(Thomas Hart
)
II 15
197
Boston So. I 25
(Norcross
)
II . 28
III 26
79
Boston So. I 97
(Shurtleff
)
II 26
123
Brockton I 30
( Goddard
Brockton I 71
( Howard
)
Brockton (Huntington)
Brockton I 40
(Geo. S. Paine)
Brockton I 119
(. Barret a; R.Russell)
Brockton (V/hitrr.ejn.)
Brockton I 116
(Winthrop
92
222
217
315
359
251
420
349
469
260
333
256
309
262
408
368
219
260
427
421
420
213
209
318
255
263
241
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TABLE II (CONTINUED) COLTARISON OF ENROLLMENTS IN THE MODERN
FOREIGN LANGUAGES TAUGHT IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS OF MASSACHUSETTS
TOTAL SCHOOL ENROLLMENT 201 TO 500 - 1932-1933
Locati on Year French Spanish German
and of Enroll Enroll Enroll
Name Course ment ment ment
Italian General Total
Enroll Language School
ment Enrollment Enrollment
Framinghain I
(Lincoln) II
Franklin
(Thos.lletcalf
)
Hingham I
Holyoke I
(Highland) II
Holyoke I
( J.'.Ietcalf ) II
Holyoke ( Morgan
)
Hyannis
Ipswioh
Longmeadow
Lowell(Moody) I
Lowe11 (Varnum ) I
II
Lynn ( P iekering ) I
Mansfield I
i.^arlborough
MaynarcL
I.Iiddleborough I
Millfcnry
Newton I
(Bigelow) II
North Attleboro I
North"bridge I
Spec
.
Pittsfield
(Dawes
)
littsf ield
Pittsf ield
(Pomeroy)
Pittsfield
(Tucker)
Plymouth
Revere
Rockland
Saugus
33
6
T4"
11
~n
~T4
35
I 55
II 43
I "S0
II 23
I 37
II 23
110
267
57
57
442
281
243
429
371
375
430
267
262
242
439
405
375
387
309
304
213
263
212
474
284
329
294
352
443
408
234
419
(
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TABLE II (CONTINUED) COMPARISON OF ENROLMENTS IN THE j.IODERN
FOREIGN LANGUAGES TAUGHT IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS OF MASSACHUSETTS
TOTAL SCHOOL ENROLMENT 201 TO 500 - 1932-1933
Location Year French Spanish German Italian General Total
and of Enroll Enroll Enroll Enroll Language School
Name Course ment went ent rnent Enrollment Enrollment
Springfield 319
Stoneham I
__49 429
Stoughton I 32
II 65
~9T 248
Swampscott I 149 426
Y/altham So. 483
..'are 204
Webster 224
Wilmington 271
. ; inche ster I 38 40j
Total T948 355 722 20,544
ci
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SUU/.ARY AND CONCLUSIONS OF TABLE II
TABLE II A NUMBER OF PUPILS ENROLLED IN IN FRENCH, SPANISH,
GERI.IAN , ITALIAN AND GENERAL LANGUAGE IN THE SIXTY-THREE JUNIOR HIGH
SCHOOLS OF I .ASSACHUSETT3 WITH TOTAL SCHOOL ENROLB mNTS OF 201 TO 500
PUPILS AS REIORTED IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL SURVEY FOR 1932-1933,
.ITH THE FOLLOWING PERCENTAGES: (1) PERCENTAGE WHICH THE MODERN
LANGUAGE FORMED OF THE TOTAL SCHOOL ENROLLMENT; (2) PERCENTAGE WHICH
THE MODERN LANGUAGE FORKED OF ITS OWN TOTAL LANGUAGE ENROLLMENT; (3)
PERCENTAGE OF SCHOOLS WHICH OFFERED THE "ODERN LANGUAGE
I ercentage
Language Enrollment of Total
School
Enrollment
:ercentage of each
3 -odern Language
Course of its own
Total Enrollment
] ercentage of
Schools offering
the Podem
La.nguage
French I 1345
French II 363
French III 45
Spec. French 195
Total 1948
6.5
1.2
.2
.9
8.8 or 9
69
19
2
10
100
41
19
3
3
11.5
Spanish I
Spanish II
Spansah III
Total
286
43
26
3F5"
1.3
.2
1
1.6 or 2
81
12
J7
100
5
3
2
13.5
German
Italian
Gen. Language I 640
Gen . Lanma^e II 82
Total 722
3.1
.3
3.4
88.6
JL1
99.6 or 100
8
2
2.2
c
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TABLE III COMPARISON OF ENROLLMENTS IN THE MODERN FOREIGN
LANGUAGES TAUGHT IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS OF MASSACHUSETTS
TOTAL SCHOOL ENROLLMENT 101 TO 200 - 1932-1933
Provincetown
Scituate
Seekonk
Sharon
Shrewsbury
(C.Cooliage
)
Shrewsbury
Spencer
Springfield.
(Howard. St
.
Walpole
Y/esthorough
Westport
Location Year French Spanish German Italian General Total
and. of Enroll Enroll Enroll Enroll Language School
Name Course ment nent ment ment Enrollment Enrollment
Acton 100
Avon I 35 137
Charlton I 117
Chicopee 110
Concord. I 25 116
Ded.liam( Ames
)
183
Ded.ham( E.Avery) 194
X1 X c ... I ^ _ , ..i TX
T T
16
16
162
Hanover I 28 160
Harwick 112
Holyoke I
II
26
14
40 153
Lee 111
Lennox 144
MecLway I 22 109
Millis 112
Monson I 62 119
Northampton 125
(Florence
)
Northampton 149
(Verna St.
)
Oxford. 126
1 ittsf ield. I 47
(Pontoouuc II 21
68 183
138
102
152
162
181
198
153
137
200
157
116_
4571Total 285" TIT
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS OF TABLE III
TABLE III A NUMBER OF PUPILS ENROLLED IN COURSES IN FRENCH, SPANISH,
GERIAN, ITALIAN AND GENERAL LANGUAGE IN THE THIRTY-T'"0 JUNIOR HIGH
SCHOOLS OF • AS3ACHUSETT3 V.'ITH TOTAL SCHOOL ENROLLMENTS OF 101 TO 200
IUPILS AS REPORTED IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL SURVEY FOR 1932-1933,
.PITH THE FOLLOYJING PERCENTAGES: (1) PERCENTAGE WHICH THE I10DSRN
LANGUAGE FORMED OF THE TOTAL SCHOOL ENROLLMENT; (2) PERCENTAGE WHICH
THE MODERN LANGUAGE FOKPED OF ITS OWJf TOTAL LANGUAGE ENROLLMENT ; (3)
PERCENTAGE OF SCHOOLS WHICH OFFERED THE MODERN LANGUAGE
Percentage Percentage of each Percentage of
Pannage Enrollment of Total ] oclern Language Schools offering
School Course of its ovm the Podern
Enrollment Total Enrollment language
French I 234 5.1 82 25
French II 51 1.1 18 15
Total 285 6.2 100 36
Spanish
German
Italian
Gen. Language I 115 3 100 9
Total 115 3 100 1.3
i
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TABLE IV COLDPARISON OF ENROLLMENTS IN THE MODERN FOREIGN
LANGUAGES TAUGHT IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS OF I "A3 3ACHU3ETT
S
TOTAL SCHOOL ENROLLI.TENT 51 TO 100 - 1952-1933
Location Year French Spanish German Italian
and of Enroll Enroll Enroll Enroll
Name Course ment ment ment ment
General
Language
Enrollment
Total
School
Enrollment
Chatham
Concord
Dighton No.
Duxbury
Framingham
Georgetown
Grot on
Hamilton
Hopedale
Kingston
Lincoln
Lunnenburg
Liarion
Mattapoisett
ffiedfidld
llerrimac
Nahant
Harwell
Orleans
Rutland
I
II
I
I
I
II
I
II
30
82
96
84
88
81
63
65
99
97
75
59
89
69
98
98
80
88
62
82
Sterling I
Sturbridge I
Sudbury I
Townsend
Warren I
Valpole
West Brookfaeld I
II
III
Westminster I
7/est Newbury
26
74
12
75
74
66
65
83
91
65
84
77
264 142 :30
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summary and conclusions OF TABI£ IV
TABLE IV A NUMBER OF PUPILS ENROLLED IN COURSES IN FRENCH, SPANISH,
GERMAN, ITALIAN AND GENERAL LANGUAGE IN THE TWENTY^EIGHT JUNIOR HIGH
SCHOOLS OF MASSACHUSETTS V/ITH "TOTAL SCHOOL ENROLLMENTS OF 51 TO 100
PUPILS AS REPORTED IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL SURVEY FOR 1932-1939,
WITH THE FOLLOWING PERCENTAGES: (1) PERCENTAGE 7,rHICH THE MODERN
LANGUAGE FORMES OF THE TOTAL SCHOOL ENROLLMENT ; (2) PERCENTAGE WHICH
THE MODERN LANGUAGE FORMED OF ITS OWN TOTAL LANGUAGE ENROLLMENT; (3)
PERCENTAGE OF SCHOOLS WHICH OFFERED THE MODERN LANGUAGE
'
Percentage Percentage of each Percentage of
Language Enrollment of Total 3 odern Lan^niage Schools offering
School Course of its own the Modem
Enrollment Total Enrollment Language
French I 201 9 76 32
French II 39 1.7 15 14
French III 24 1 9 4
Total 264 11.7 or 12 100 40.5
Spanish
German
Italian
Gen . Language I 142 6 100 14
Total 142 6 100 18
cQ
TABLE V COMPARISON OF ENROLLMENTS IN THE MODERN FOREIGN
LANGUAGES TAUGHT IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS OF MASSACHUSETTS
TOTAL SCHOOL ENROLLMENT 1 TO 50 - 1932-1933
Location
and
Name
Year
of
Course
French Spanish German Italian General
Enroll Enroll Enroll Enroll Language
ment ment ment ment Enrollment
Total
School
Enrollment
Bolton I J. 33
Brimfield 31
Broofcfield I 3 13 44
Brookfield E. I 43
Cummington 35
Dover 37
Essex 47
Northampton (Leeds
)
46
V/enham 40
Total 4 29 356

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS OF TABLE V
TABLE V A NUMBER OF PUPILS ENROLLED TIT COURSES IN FRE1TCH, SPANISH,
GERMAN, ITALIAN AND GENERAL LANGUAGE IN THE NINE JUNIOR HIGH
SCHOOLS OF MASSACHUSETTS IITH TOTAL SCHOOL ENROLLMENTS OF 1 TO 50
PUPILS AS REPORTED IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL SURVEY FOR 1952-1933,
WITH THE FOLLOWING PERCENTAGES: (1) PERCENTAGE WHICH THE MODERN
LANGUAGE FORMJED OF THE TOTAL SCHOOL ENROLLMENT ; (2) PERCENTAGE WHICH
THE MODERN LANGUAGE FORMED OF ITS OWN TOTAL LANGUAGE ENROLLMENT ; (3)
PERCENTAGE OF SCHOOLS WHICH OFFERED THE MODERN LANGUAGE
Percentage Percentage of each lercenta^e of
Language Enrollment of Total Modern Language Schools offering
School Course of its ov/n The Modern
Enrollment Total Enrollment Language
French I
__4 rl 100 22
Total 4 1 100 .9
Spanish
German
Italian
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TABLE VI COMPARISON OF ENROLLMENTS IN THE T'ODERN FOREIGN
LANGUAGES TAUGHT IN THE SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS OF MASSACHUSETTS
TOTAL SCHOOL ENR01Lt:ENT 500 AND OVER - 1932-1933
Location Year I?rench Spanish 0-erman Italian General Total
and of Enroll Enroll Enroll Enroll Language School
Name Course rr.ent ;;:ent ment ment jirirollment l£irollirent
AmesDury I 78
II 33
III 25
136 643
Arlington I 160 87 35
II 236 27 17
III 108 5
IV 18
522 119 52 1329
Athol I 59
II 26
III 28
IV 28
141 505
Attlehoro I 191 104
II 103 47
III 55 35
349 186 921
Belmont I 122 48 32
II 126 11
III 68
rv 26
342 48 "~43 807
Beverly i 144" 34
ii 168 25
in 74
386 "39 1559
Boston i 72 74
( Commerce
)
ii 77 61
in 32 37
181 172 1117
Boston i 63 34
( Chariestown) ii 99 70
in 15 43
rv 4
lei 147 856
Boston i T8T 159 136
(Dorchester ii 240 63 69
High Boys 1 ) in 192 11
rv 53
Vfl 2~22~ TT6 1682
Boston i T9T 229" To
(Dorchester ii 426 96 16
High Girls '
)
in 260 20
rv 113
V 48
1039 345 66 2393
Boston, East L 105 rw 82
II 124 27 43
III 89 23 24
IV 41
V 12
1606371 160 149
r€
TABLE VI (CONTIFUED ) COMPARISON OF EFROLLJISITTS LET THE MODERN
FOREIGN LA1TGUAG2S TAUGHT IK" THE SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS OF MASSACHUSETTS
TOTAL SCHOOL EITROLLI^ITT 500 AMD OYER - 1932-1933
Location Year French Spanish German Italian General Total
and of Enroll Enroll Enroll Enroll Language School
ITane Course ment ment ment ment Enrollment -Enrollment
Boston I 716 311 267
(English) II 753 79 170
III 522 25 59
IV 176
V 32
2199 4T5" 49T 3135
Boston I 316 lol 59
(Girls'
)
II 380 117 20
III 176 76 25
IV 96 19 24
V 25 9
993 322 128 2212
Boston I 233 71
( Girls 1 Latin) II 175 37
III 135 38
543 T4~6 1128
Boston I 139 176 68
(Hyde Park) II 276 101 20
III 124 32
IV 58
697 309 ~88 1593
Boston I 189 120 34
(Jamaica ±lain)II 218 80 32
III 132 21 25
IV 30 8
569 229 91 1489
Boston I 153 131
( Me chani c Art s ) 1
1
107 64
III 94
354 195 1390
Boston •
(Practical Arts)
Boston I 499 338
(Public Latin) II 433 206
III 355 33
rv 114
1401 5~77 1699
Boston i 199 91 116
(Roxoury Boys 1 )n 229 55 68
in 169 17 17
IV 42
6"S9 163 201 1618
Boston I 222 26
(Roxtmry Girls Mil 357 91 11
in 168 33
rv 107 34
V 28
2925862 W5 37
r
TABLE VI (CONTINUED) COMPARISON OF ENROLLY-ENTS IN THE MODERN
FOREIGN LANGUAGES TAUGHT IN THE SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS OF I.IASSACHUSETTS
TOTAL SCHOOL ENROLLMENT 500 AND OVER - 1932-1953
Location Year French Spanish German Italian General Total
and of rjnro J. jl iuiroxx iiinr oj-J. ii/nro±JL language ocnooi
Name Course r\ -yo menu m A vi "T~men u raeno ijiiro±±men u r-inro-L±meii u
Boston I JLVJ O
( South) II
III
IV
J.O t
oo
JUCi
r c rj
"1 "1 *^JLJLO
oo
ocrrdD 1 i opq1U03
"Rt>3
"i n "h t»p p TX j.49 Do O'Zdo
TT
J. X p ±o
III
04 Oo PA A
T
-L 9o T70±02 o4
TTX X one AA Cj\J
III ±0
TVX V /I Q
V 20
o'l 'o 04 1 AHA
TX
""1 AY OU ( lie
II 1 RA inn 57
III K o02 O >7d 1
A7T77
^tou or\o 3200C-j \J \J
Brookline I P3 "T8
II 50 67
III 145 22 16
IV 31 10
no?
'
, O 1 ffCi.00 ±o± 1 7A9
Cam"bridg6 I < onffcO :? "1 pA 3P
(High & Latin) II OOa
v
PH
-LC
III 11 )2
006 " "kc, 3228
Cant)ridge I 59 18
( Rindge II 35 4
Technical
)
III
IV
30
15
1^9 "22 1336
Chelsea I 385 161 TUT
II 226 119 47
III on
O Oft £3OU T 77 1470
Chicopee I
II
III
o /"\ «"1202
Off
371 1036
Clinton I
II
III
18"6
81
32
299
23
8
731
Danvers I 72
(Holten) II 46
III 35
651163
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TABLE VI (CONTINUED) COIIEARISON OF ENROLLJ/ENTS IN THE LCODERN
FOREIGN LANGUAGES TAUGHT IN THE SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS OF MASSACHUSETTS
TOTaL SCHOOL ENROLLMENT 500 AND OVER - 1932-1933
Location Ye ar French Spanish German Italian General Total
and of Etit*o1 1111 1 J_ \J _1_ _L "RlnT*n 1 1 TiSn -pnl 1J-JXlX UJ—
L
Enroll Language School
Name Coin's e ment ment ment ment Enrollment Enrollment
Dedham I 138
II 50
III 47
235 955
East Hampton I TF9 23
II 59 10
III 27 8
245 41 581
Everett I 133 80
II 82 63 10
III 36 27
251t- j\J JL 1 70JL ( \J -34 1539
Fairhaven I 127
II 47
III 1 4.IT
1 PPxc o 744
Fall River I 433 40 24
(B.LI.C.Durfee) II 287
TTT
_L <J _L
IV 30
'907 ~24 2619
Fitchourg I Til" 6T 38
II 41
III 69 13JL t-J 24
321 T29" 103" 1146
Framingham I " 157 "15
II 12JL C~j
III
307 825
Franklin I ' Tl'2JL JL t~J
II
III 1 5>JLC
' 159 549
Gardner I 160JL vJ v-/ 65
II P. 6 25
III 1U
(J ( Cj 1000
Gloucester I 117JL JL f 52
II 11 3 27 28
III T Qj- ~
1162273 ~79" ~9T
Greenfield I 58 ~3T 276
II 69 6
III 81 6
IV 35
276"243 43 1126
Haverhill I 299 86 TT
II 207 56 17
III 89 7
2043595 142 "45"
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TABLE VI (CONTINUED) COMPARISON OF ENROLLMENTS IN THE MODERN
FOREIGN LANGUAGES TAUGHT IN THE SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS OF MASSACHUSETTS
TOTAL SCHOOL ENROLLMENT 500 AND OVER - 1932-1933
Location Year French Spanish German Italian General Total
and of Enroll Enroll Enroll Enroll Language School
Name Course ment ment ment ment Enrollment Enrollment
Holyoke I 293 49
II 351 38
III 106 10
IV 29
779 97 1710
Lawrence I 628 95
II 14-4 25
III 43
815 TSo" 3402
Leominster I 126 ~2T
II 73 13
III 17
216 "42 580
Lexington I 87
1 1
II 89
III 55
231 550
Lowell I 387 270 63
II 233 85 19
III 78 17
IV 13
711 372 ~82 3366
Lynn I 221 176
(Classical) II 109 48 16
III 52
362 224 60 1690
Lynn I 260 148 "To"
(English) II 129 85 25
III 108 22
497 25fT "35 2018
Maiden I 230 104
II 207 32
III 122 63
559 IW 1847
Medford I 142 149 1EO
II 239 22. 8
III 215
IV 56
T7T T8 2098
Melrose I 163 53 28
II 159 13 21
III 103 3
IV 98
523 66 "32 1285
Middled oro I S9 "TT
II 46
III 19
154 603
r
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TABLE VI ( C ONT INUSI) ) COilPARISON OF ENROIIMENTS III THE L.ODERN
FOREIGN LANGUAGES TAUGHT IN THE BE1TIOR HIGH SCHOOLS OF MAS 3ACHU3ETT
S
TOTAL SCHOOL ENROLLMENT 500 AND OVER - 1932-1933
Location Year French Spanish German Italian General Total
and of Enroll Enroll Enroll Enroll Language School
Name Course ment ment ment ment Enrollment Enro llment
I.Iilfor4 690
7
"iIt on I 103
II 95
III 57
255 604
Nat iok I 63 30
II 61 11
IIIJ—1—
L
18xu
"142 "4T 525
Nev/ton I 389 30 20
II 466 35 29
IIIXXX 261\J X
IV 48
VA 30
1194 65~~ "49 2221
TX 94 17
( Dnirv ) II 53
III
172 T7 712
T
JL 315r~J _L <lV
II 428
III 239
982 2230
NewTDuryport I -L J—
L
19
-X. J
II 97 33
III 33
241 ~52 733
Northampton I
II 99
III 71
KJ JL. •/ 635
North AttleTaoro I
II 4*)
III 13
T1'4 511
Norwood I A
II 73 19x. «/
III 38
725195 HI 6
Palmer I 59 17
II 41 10
III 10
540110 27
PealDody I 202 80 18
II 75 42
III 31
1258308 122 18

TABLE VI (CONTINUED) COMPARISOH OF ENROLLMENTS IH THE IIODERN
FOREIGN LANGUAGES TAUGHT IN THE SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS OF MASSACHUSETTS
TOTAL SCHOOL ENROLLMENT 500 AND OVER - 1932-1933
Location Year French Spanish German Italian General Total
and of Enroll Enroll Enroll Enroll Enroll
'
School
Name Course ment ment ment ment ment Enrollment
littsfield I 128 103 45
II 175 38 24
III 92 24
•
IV 21
416 165 69 1553
1 lymouth I 95
II 54
III 18
167 707
:;uincy I 146 15
(North) II 115
261
6
Quincy (Senior)
I
243 204 24
II 250 105 42
III 113 11
606 309 77 2199
Reading I 54 43
II 94 18
III 41
IV 5
194 "61 525
Revere I 123 80 ~56"
II 116 46 30
III 70 33 15
IV 58 9
V 17
384 168 101 1371
Salem I 245 "T2 "36"
(Classical & II 127 10 15
High) III 67
439 72 "51 1677
Saugus I 111 49
II 44 8
III 34
189 57 857
Somerville I 748 293 72 101
II 395 177 25 55
III 130 52 24
30271273 97 180
3 outh"bridge I 127
(Mary E.Wells) II 84 27
III 17
228 "72 543
Springfield I 190 61
(Central) II 238 38
III 93 10
IV 12
1183533 T09
Springfield I 85
(Commerce) II 41 2219126
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TABLE VI (CONTINUED ) COMTARISON OF ENROLLMENTS HI THE MODERN
FOREIGN LANGUAGES TAUGHT IN THE SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS OF ICA33ACHUSETT3
TOTAL SCHOOL ENROLLMENT 500 AND OYER - 1932-1933
Location Year French Spanjs h German Italian General Total
and of Enroll Enroll Enroll Enroll Language School
Name Course ment ment ment ment Enrollment Enrollment
Springfield I 213 85
(Technical
)
II
III
185
89
487
38
23
I4T 1629
Taunton I
II
III
284
205
104
593 1767
Wakefield I
II
III
222
119
50
391 1089
V/alpole I
II
III
68
43
20
146
511
Waltham I
II
III
218
46
62
326
28
29
57 1085
V/atertovm I
II
III
129
103
59
. 31
109
53
12
174
30
12
42 1064
V/eoster I 117
(Bartlett
)
II
III
56
20
193 596
$estfield I
II
III
86
51
27
164
109
71
56
236 1150
'.Vest Springfield I 84
II 53
III 26
IV 7
170 592
Y.'eymouth East I
II
III
272
174
43
489
75
43
118
63
40
103 1156
^/hitman I
II
III
58
33
20
111 552
V,
rinthrop I
II
III
144
152
66
362
27
19
46
12
14
799
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TABLE VI (CONTINUED)' COMPARISON OF ENROLLMENTS IN THE MODERN
FOREIGN LANGUAGES TAUGHT IN THE SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS OF MASSACHUSETTS
T0T--O. SCHOOL ENROLLMENT 500 AND OYER - 1932-19.33
Location Year French Spanish German Italian General Total
and of Enroll Enroll Iin.ro 11 Enroll Language School
Name Course ment rnent ment ment Enrollment Enro 1lmen t
Winchester I 139 63
II SO 63
III 34
253 T26~ 664
Wohurn I 134
II 110
III 65
309 754
Worcester I 133 60 80
( Classical
)
II 260 57 52
III 60
453 IXT T32 968
Worcester I 306 ~6T
( Commerce
)
II 510 157 31
III 268 33
IV 49
1133 426 92 3531
Worcester I 261 106 33
(worth) II 284 15 35
546 T2T 68 1390
"Tore ester I 28S 80 26
( South) II 282 20 20
III 98
IV 32
700 100 46 .1124
Total 42,677 9002 6137 513 293 128,251
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SUMMARY AKD CONCLUSIONS OF TABLE VI
TABLE VI A NUMBER OF PUPILS ENROLLED IN COURSES IN FRENCH, SPANISH,
GERMAN-, ITALIAN AND GENERAL LANGUAGE IN THE NINETY-SEVEN SENIOR HIGH
SCHOOLS OF MASSACHUSETTS WITH TOTAL SCHOOL ENROLLMENTS OF 500 PUPILS
AND OVER AS REPORTED IN THE SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL SURVEY FOR 1932-1933,
Y/ITH THE FOLLOWING PERCENTAGES: (1) PERCENTAGE WHICH THE MODERN
LANGUAGE FORMED OF THE TOTAL SCHOOL EKROLLMCNT ; (2) PERCENTAGE WHICH
THE MODERN LANGUAGE FOR!MED OF ITS OWN TOTAL LANGUAGE ENROLL! Z317T ; (3)
PERCENTAGE OF SCHOOLS WHICH OFFERED THE MODERN LANGUAGE
Percentage Percentage of each lercentage of
Language Enrollment of Total Modem Language Schools offering
School Course of its own the Modern
Enrollment Total Enrollment Language
French I ±
(
, y±o 1 Q±o $ y AO A q Ry cs
French II 1 f> 'T.O'X ~) 9 o£> q Py c
French III 7 , oOO o . y y o
French PV 1,506 1.1 3 33
French V 212 .1 .4 8
HlC,
,
D I 1 qq o nT» T oo ^7 R
Spanish I A 9 AH POU . O O X
Spanish II 2,748 2.1 30.5 47
Spanish III 684 .5 7.5 25
Spanish IV 80 .06 .8 5
Spanish V 9 .07 .09 1
Total 9,002 6.93 or 7 99.69 or 100 19.5
German I 3,581 2.7 58 66
German II 2,000 1.5 33 61
German III 556 .4 9 26
Total 6,137 4.6 or 5 100 25.4
Italian I 280 .2 54.5 4
Italian II 136 .1 26.5 4
Italian III 73 .05 14.2 3
Italian IV 24 .01 4.6 1
Total 513 .36 99.8 or 100 1.5
Gen. Language I 276 .2 94 2
Gen . Language II 17 .01 6 1
Total 293 .21 100 .7

COLLAR 13 GIT OF ENROLL! jSNTS IN THE ITODERN FOREIGH
TAUGHT IN THE SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS OF MASSACHUSETTS
TOTAL SCHOOL WBQUMSST 201 TO 500 - 1932-1933
Location Year French Spanish German Italian General Tot rj.l
and of Enroll Enroll Enroll Enroll Language School
Name Course ment ment ment ment Enrollment Enrollment
Abmgton I 70
II 43
III 22
T35" 333
Adams I 91
II 157
III 24
272" 408
Agawam I < 62
' II 23
III 7
O A /•246
Amherst I ~T9" 15
II 61 8
III 56
IT 26
T6~2" "23"
A rt A474
Andover I ~T2" 28 1
II 40 12 1
III 19 2
IV 12
124 40 10 416
Barnstable I
II 15
III 4
OA A.
Barre I 68"
II 22
III 8
98 CJKJO
Billerica I 35
(Howe
)
II 20
III 11
-"66"
Blackstone I T5"
II 16
III 14
"85" 223
Bridgewater I 32
II 56
III 21
IV 5
STflTIT
Canton I ~3T
II 29
III 13
227"73"
*
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TABLE VII (CONTINUED) COMPARISON OF ENROLLMENTS IN THE MODERN
FOREIGN LANGUAGES TAUGHT IN THE SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS OF MASSACHUSETTS
TOTAL SCHOOL ENROLLLIENT 201 TO 500 - 1932-1933
Location Year French Spanish German Italian General Total
and of Enroll Enroll Enroll Enroll La&gu&gc School
Name Course ment ment ment ment Enrollment Enrollment
Chelmsford I ' '4'9
II 33
III 16
""98" 379
Concord 428
Dalton I 75 19
II 28 20
III 8
TIT 327
Dartmouth I 67
II 40
III 30
T37 291
Deerfield I 32
II 17
III 14
63 214
Gilhertville I
(Hardwick) II 12
III 4
36 213
Grafton I 64
II 35
III 7
264
Great Barrington I
II 82
III 22
T8T 411
Hingham I
II 48
III 26
T3T 455
Holhrook I 24
( Summer) II 19
III 7
228
Hudson I 110 38
II 33 6
III 17
T5o 44 386
Ipswich I 94
II 30
III 16
T4TT 369
Lee I ~8E
II 57
III 16
266T5T

TABLE VII (CONTINUED) COMPARISON OF ENROLLMENTS IN THE MODERN
FOREIGN LANGUAGES TAUGHT IN THE SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS OF MASSACHUSETTS
TOTAL SCHOOL ENROLLMENT 201 TO 500 - 1932-1933
Location Year French Spanish German Italian General Total
and of Enroll Enroll Enroll Enroll Language School
Name C ours e ment ment ment ment Enrollment Enrollment
Leicester I
II
III
54
22
15
-9T 220
Ludlow I
II
III
-"97T
54
32
TTZ 270
Mansfield I
II
III
"2T
22
10
20
9
"29 253
Marblehead I
II
III
~W5
38
19
~"
8
21
21 459
Marlborough I
II
III
T%8
77
19
244 411
Maynard I
II
III
~m
20
7
"70"
40
"To 465
Methuen I
II
III
"TF
60
50
185 484
MilLbury I
II
III
~3T
34
7
"75"
46
19
"65 318
Lionson I
II
III
60
41
10
TIT 213
Montague I ~£T 32
(Turner Falls) II 26 14
III 13
"8?T 46 494
Needham I
II
III
T05"
66
45
2T6
~T8
15
4
37 467
North Andover I "34 49
(Johnson) II
III
25
10
T9"
25
14
"§F 362
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TABLE VII (CONTINUED) COMPARISOH OF ENROLLMENTS IN THE MODERN
FOREIGN LANGUAGES TAUGHT IN THE SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS OF MASSACHUSETTS
TOTAL SCHOOL ENROLLMENT 201 TO 500 - 1932-1933
Location Year French Spanish German Italian General Total
and of Enroll Enroll Enroll Enroll Language School
Name Course ment ment ment ment Enrollment Enrollment
Northhridge I 44
(Whitinsville ) II 29
TTT111 p
269
TX
TTX X
TTT XX
nrIV 4
•
TTT7"JL\J I 345
Provincetown T1 OU
TT11 J-O
IIIJ- JL JL 1 0JL\J
to
Randolph T1 -7T7T
\ O L/tJ l/o UI1 / TTX X 46
III 11
375
13 /"\ r* Tr*n on^
ri.u o a.x cui iu. TX
II 28
III 14
"ITS' 448
Shelburne I ' 1'6
II 12
28 252
Shrewsbury I ~5"9
(H.W.Beal II 32
Memorial) III 6
241
South Hadley I DD
II
III 16
TTTxx r 437
Spencer I 'r7 oto
(David ±routy)II AQ
III 18
Xt:U 257
Stoneham I <j *±
II /I Q
III A7
XT9" 408
Stoughton I ""BY
II 75
III 5
T6T 434
Swampscott I
II 52
III 59
rv 23
378IBS
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TABLE VII (CONTINUED) COIIPARISOU OF ENROLL!.:ENTS IN THE MODERN
FOREIGN LANGUAGES TAUGHT IN THE SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS OF MASSACHUSETTS
TOTAL SCHOOL ENROLLMENT 201 TO 500 - 1932-1933
Location Year French. Spanish German Italian General Total
and of Enroll Enroll Enroll Enroll Language School
Name Course raent ment ment ment Enrollment Enrollment
Tenrpleton I 43
(Baldv/insville ) II 27
III 10
HOT 203
Uxbridge I
IIj- J-
"22"
18
10 219
Ware I
II
TTT
80
23
22
125 418
Vfareham I
II
TTTXXX
43
18
3
"~64" 369
'..'ellesley I
II
TTT
90
77
35
2oT 435
..esthorough I
II
III
23
11
244
Winchester I TF
(l.Iurdock) II
III
27
12
TM 288
Williamstown I
II
III
~"77?
36
21
127 257
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SUM.A.RY AND CONCLUSIONS OF TABLE VII
TABLE VII A NUMBER OF PUPILS ENROLLED IN COURSES IN FRENCH, SPANISH,
GERMAN, ITALIAN AMD GENERAL LANGUAGE IN THE FIFTY-SIX SENIOR HIGH
SCHOOLS OF 1A.SSACHUSETTS WITH TOTAL SCHOOL ENROLL" LENTS OF 201 TO 500
PUPILS AS REPORTED IN THE SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL SURVEY FOR 1932-1933,
WITH THE FOLLOV/ING PERCENTAGES: (1) PERCENTAGE WHICH THE MODERN
LANGUAGE FORMED OF THE TOTAL SCHOOL ENROLLMENT ; (2) PERCENTAGE WHICH
THE MODERN LANGUAGE FORjvIED OF ITS OWN TOTAL LANGUAGE ENROLLMENT ; (3)
PERCENTAGE OF SCHOOLS V.'HICH OFFERED THE MODERN LANGUAGE
Percentage lercentage of each lercentage of
Language Enrollment of Total I odern language Schools offering
School Course of its own the Modern
Enrollment Total Enrollment Language
FRENCH I 3192 17.1 51 98
French II 2111 11.3 33 98
French III 938 5 15 95
French IV 71 3.7 1 9
Total 6312 37.1 TOO 21.9
Spanish I 180 .9 79.6 11
Spanish II 46 .2 20 8
Total 226 1.1 99.6 or 100 2.3
German I 161 .8 61 13
German II 83 .4 31 11
German III 20 .1 8 5
Total 264 1.3 100 2.7
Italian
General Language
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TABLE VIII COMPARISON OF ENROLLMENTS IN THE MODERN FOREIGN
LANGUAGES TAUGHT IN THE SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS OF MASSACHUSETTS
TOTAL SCHOOL ENROLLMENT 101 TO 200 - 1932-1933
LOCAt ion Year French
and of Enroll
Name C ourse ment
let on 1 16
II 18
III 9
43
Ashland. I 17
TT 9
III 12
38
4Vf)Yl
— i. V Uli I 38
TTJL X 21
59
I ~T8
TTX X 16X \J
T TT± ± ± Qo
*Rjk1 r»h nyt own I 44
IIX X 15
TTTXXX 5
64
"R ourne I 26
II 24
III 10
60
I 29
II 10
III 9
48
Cohasset
Douglas (East
)
I 26
II 17
III R
~"48
East Bri&gewater I "~42
II 8
III o
Easton No. I
(IDliver Ames II 26
III 8
Falmouth I 40
( Lav/rence
)
II 19
III 11
70
Foxborough I 32
II 17
Spanish German Italian General
Enroll Enroll Enroll Language
ment ment ment Enrollment
Total
School
Enrollment
152
149
124
144
164
174
119
128
105
139
189
166
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TABLE VIII " (CONTINUED ) COMPARISON OF ENROLLMENTS IN TIES I'CDERN
FOREIGN LANGUAGES TAUGHT IN THE SEHIOR HIGH SCHOOLS OF ASSACHCTSETTS
TOTAL SCHOOL ENROLLI.'LSNT 101 TO 200 - 1932-1933
J-JUOi v \j X UXX yp «-> y>X O cLX x x Stub vi 1 nn fin r> vi Tt r linn r-f* vi p v-' 1 1
:
" o t c i i
PI VI fx of* "Bin T*nl 1xjIII \J X
X
Tivtvnl 1 ViT*nl T '"vvn 1 1 Tn vi xtit p c-p r*^"i r> n 1XjXXXwXX jXXX vj J L ^JilX VJXX X-ClIXp, U-Cl«r o UvUvUX
TJfl TTlXi CXiliw W \J ULX O C rn f* y\ "h rnpvi"f". ttip'vit: mpyif. "'^Tvpnl 1 npn t. .\vtvnl 1 npTi *kXll^XXU illC XX \J JRvXi U J-JXXX UXXiilVdl 0 lull yXXiilw 1/
Gv»ot; ovi T p 5
II 15
III 13
is 134
Gvmrp 1 DTi ri T
IIX X 9•J
III 6
122
TT.i 1 pv
— . LVX -L V IX 28
IIX X 18X. Vw>
III 13
59 184
TTp vi mrp v*xxcixxu vox IX kJkJ
ITX X 1
0
X.w
III 9
5? 141
xld, L-X XoXU. TX (J
TT
TTT 10X \J
44 5 133
rlO -LCj-SH TX
TTX X
III 15
184
riO±J-lSX on TX —pit
IIX X 12
III 6
47" 150
LX r\ *vn^ Q J Ji TX
ITX X
III 17
""97 152
XT /*> *vO IF vi *4~ /*>iiOpivlIlT30Il TX
TTX X 9
III
-1. J- JL 6
"4"7" 140
liimT; iii&t on TX ~TTT i
TTX X i tJ L
TTTXXX 7f
5P 136
Kingston TX '<VK
TTX X 1 PX C-j
III 8
~4"F 140
Lenox I 26
II 23 14
III 17 10
63 "T5TT HI

TABLE VIII ( CONTINUED) COMPARISON OF ENROLMENTS ITT THE MODERN
FOREIGN LANGUAGES IfflEBBHT IN THE SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS OF MASSACHUSETTS
TOTAL SCHOOL ENROILI'.CENT 101 TO 200 - 1932-1933
Location Year French Spanish German Italian General Total
and of Enroll Enroll Enroll Enroll Language School
Name Course ment ment ment ment Enrollment Enrollment
Manchester I 25
(Story) II
III
14
14
"IS 126
Medway I
II
III
"3Y
30
16
~83~ 150
llerrimac I
II
III
29
22
4
113
Nantucket I
II
III
"IB*
9
7
31 158
North Broofof ield I
(EI 18
III 3
86 148
Norton I
II
III
Tt
10
9
43 115
Oxford I
II
SO
14
"44" 190
Pepperell I
II
III
30
12
10
52 133
Rockport I ~4U
II
III
19
14
73 195
Scituate I
II
III
SB
12
7
44
11
II 160
Sharon I
II
III
28
17
77 158
Somerset I
II
~SK
8
189
Stocfcbridge I 6
(Williams) II
III
23
3
T5" 6 147
f
76
TABLE VIII (CONTINUED) C02TARISON OF EUROUMENTS IN THE KODERN
FOREIGN LANGUAGES TAUGHT IN THE SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS OF MASSACHUSETTS
TOTAL SCHOOL ENROLL!"ENT 101 TO 200 - 1932-1937)
Location Year French Spanish Gennan Italian General Total
and of Enroll Enroll enroll Enroll Language School
Name Course ment ment ment ment Enrollment Enrollment
Swansea I 16
(Joseph Case) II T A14
III r?3
33 136
Vineyard!: Haven I 18
( Tisbnry) II y
III FT5
32 118
Warren I 26
II O A24
III 19
69 174
Wayland I 45
II 12
III 6
63 123
West Bridgewater I 27
II 10
III 6
43 139
Westford I 30
II 7
O f T A A144
Weston I
—rnr
2(J
II A A44
III 17
IV
152
Westport I 20 147
Williamsburg I 36
II 17
III 9
1
'/i'c-i 105
Wilmington I ~"2T
II 9
III 5
125
Yarmouth I 11 1
II 11
III 5
157
Total §586 67 1 5 7149
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS OF TABLE VIII
TABLE VIII A NUMBER OF PUPILS ENROLLED IN COURSES IN FRENCH, SPANISH,
GER1A2T, ITALIAN AND GENERAL LANGUAGE IN THE FORTY-NINE SENIOR HIGH
SCHOOLS OF MASSACHUSETTS WITH TOTAL SCHOOL ENROLL: HillTS OF 101 TO 200
PUPILS AS REPORTED IN THE SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL SURVEY FOR 1932-1933,
;.
rITH THE F0L.L07/ING PERCENTAGES: (1) PERCENTAGE V;HICH THE MODERN% LANGUAGE FORLIED OF THE TOTAL SCHOOL ENROLLMENT; (2)
THE JffODERH LANGUAGE F0RI.P3) OF ITS OVfN TOTAL LANGUAGE ENROLLMENT; (3)
PERCENTAGE OF SCHOOLS Y/HICH OFFERED THE MODERN LANGUAGE
Percentage Percentage of each Percentage of
Language Enrollment of Total Lo&em Language Schools offering
School Course of its own the l.odern
Enrollment Total Enrollment Language
French I 1421 19.8 54.9 98
French II 752 10.5 29.2 96
French III 402 5.6 15.5 88
French IV 11 1.5 .4 2
Total 2586 37.4 100 19.1
Spanish I 43 .61 64 6
Spanish II 14 .18 21 4
Spanish III 10 .13 15 2
Total 67 .92 100 11.9
German I 1 .01 100 2
Total 1 .01 100 .39
Italian
Gen. Language I 5 .06 100 2
Total .06 100 .39

TABLE IX COMPARISON OF ENROLLMENTS IN THE MODERN FOREIGN
LANGUAGES TAUGHT IN THE SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS OF MASSACHUSETTS
TOTAL SCHOOL ENROLLMENT 51 TO, 100 - 1932-1933
Location Year French Spo.nish German Italian General Total
and of Enroll Enroll Enroll Enroll Language School
Name Li o iirs e ment ment ment ment —inroiir..enx ^ilrOll.-ial u
Ashoy I 16
( Lyman
)
II
TTT111'
8
QO
"~32~ 61
Ashfield I
II
TTTill
6
o
"23 58
Bernardstown I
II
"TT
5
lb 7Pi D
±>r lmi leia. T1
II
III
lo
5
5
28 . 64
Charlemont T1
II
III
_ ...
13
5
32 68
Charleton 1
Chatham I
II
III
~T6"
7
4
—pry
Dover I
II
III
12
8
3
CjO
Duxbury I
II
III
"T£
12
8
Oct 6P
Edgartown I
TT
III
"If
4
55
Essex I
T T11
III
"TTT
r-0
—
TTfj 93
Hamilton I
II
TB~
8
III 8
94"34"
Harwick I
II
"So"
20
III 3
62"53
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TABLE IX ( CONTINUED ) COTTAR ISON OF ENROLLMENTS IN THE KODER1T
FOREIGN LANGUAGES T3UGHT IN THE SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS OF MASSACHUSETTS
TOTAL SCHOOL ENROLLMENT 51 TO 100 - 1932-1933
Location Year French Spanish German Italian General Total
and of Enroll Enroll Enroll Enroll Language School
Name Course ment ment ment ment Enrollment Enrollment
Lancaster I 29
II 15
III 4
~T8 77
Littleton 60
liuinenourg I 22
II 8
~m 76
I "arshfield I T8
II 9
37 100
Ledfield I ~~5
II 7
III 6
"SI 56
Willis I 24
II 16
III 6
46 77
Harwell I ~T6~
II 4
III 3
IV 2
"23 72
T7pw Sp lem I 6
II 5
III 2
~T3 73
I T8"
II 14
III 4
"36 97
T
Tnr+"hf i pi fl1, Ui Oil-i- X CJLU- TX "22"
TI 16
III 7
100
/^i -v» H /-\ O VI <~1uricciiis I
II 12
III 8
66
""SEE
Pembroke I
(F.Hatch) II 3
III 5
60
I-lainville I
II 8
III 4
80

£0
TABLE IX (CONTINUED) COLLAR IS Oil OF ENROLLMENTS HT THE MODERN
FOREIGN LANG-UAG-ES TAUGHT IN THE SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS OF IIASSACHUSETTS
TOTAL SCHOOL ENROLLMENT 51 TO 100 - 1932-1933
Location Year French Spanish German Italian General Total
and of Enroll Enroll Enroll Enroll Language School
Name Course ment rent ment ment Enrollment Enrollment
Rutland I
II
11
5
16 54
Sandwich I 14
(Henry T.V/ing) II
III
5
6
25 65
Sheffield I
II
T£
5
19 64
South])ore I 27
(Peters
)
II
III
13
10
50 91
Stow (Hale) I
II
III
24
5
1
30 58
Sutton I
II
23
6
~~2"9~ 72
Topsfield I ~I5
II
III
8
3
24 62
Townsend I
II
III
17
8
5
30 84
Upton I 18 86
"Jest Boylston I
II
III
~T8~
7
5
30 78
West Newbury I
II
III
"IS"
15
4
52
w/rentham I
II
III
T9~
11
5

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS OF TABLE IX
TABLE IX A NUMBER OF PUPILS ENROLLED IN COURSES IN FRENCH, SPANISH,
G-ERIvIAN
, .
ITALIATT AND GENERAL LANGUAGE IN THE THIRTY-SIGHT 3SITI0R HIGH
SCHOOLS OF MASSACHUSETTS WITH TOTAL SCHOOL ENROLLMENTS OF 51 TO 100
PUPILS AS REPORTED IN THE SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL SURVEY FOR 1932-1933,
WITH THE FOLLOWING PERCENTAGES: (1) PERCENTAGE WHICH THE rODERN
LANGUAGE FORI'.IED OF THE TOTAL SCHOOL ENROLLI.IENT ; (2) PERCENTAGE Y/HICH
THE MODERN LANGUAGE FORMED CF ITS OWN TOTAL LANGUAGE ENROLL?3SNT ; (3)
PERCENTAGE OF SCHOOLS V/HICH OFFERED THE MODERN LANGUAGE
Percentage Percentage of each lercentage of
Language Enrollment of Total Modern Language Schools offering
School Course of its ovm the I odern
Enrollment Total Enrollment Language
French I 612 22.1 57 97
French II 312 11.4 29 92
French I I.I 146 5 14 76
Total 1070 38.6 or 39 Too 14.7
Spanish
German
Italian
General Language

TABLE X COLZFARISON OF ENROLLMENTS IN THE MODERN FOREIGN
LAJTGUAG-ES TAUGHT IN THB SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS OF I'ASSACHUSETTS
TOTAL SCHOOL ENROLLMENT 1 TO 50 - 1932-1933
Location Year French Spanish German Italian General Total
and of EnrollmEnroll Enroll Enroll Lan,suage School
Name Course nent ment ment ment Enrollment Enrollment
A csll 1 r\ Y\(\O J. J. -1- CLX T 1 7X I
TTX X q
TTTXXX 1 ?XrJ
3 P. AP
J_> J. C/V/o u C I TJL A_ ^7
"RT*oolcfield IJL SO
TTX X 11
III 9
44
T To"
II 6
III 2
24 31
1 11 7? i VftT*J.
. ft JL -L- -i- J. 1 -i- V w J- TJL 7
II p
~TB~ 28
Ook Bluffs TX 9
II
47
J- V-> V' JL kJllL^iii TJL 7
TTX X p
IIIJL JL JL p
~TTXX 40
J: X XIlO u UJ.1 T QO X. Cj
TTX X 6
XCt 18
oiier d orn I 8 10
II 8
Iff 44
I 5"
II 7
"T3 39
.Tellfleet I To"
II 4
19 54
Total 208 10 12 410

P3
SU1MARY AND CONCLUSIONS OF TABLE X
TABLE X A NUMBER OF PUPILS E1TROLLED IN COURSES IN FRENCH, SPANISH,
GERMAN, ITALIAN AND GENERAL LANGUAGE IN THE ELEVEN SENIOR HIGH
SCHOOLS OF MASSACHUSETTS Y/ITH TOTAL SCHOOL ENROLL!CENTS OF 1 TO 50
PUPILS AS REPORTED IN THE SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL SURVEY FOR 1932-1933,
WITH THE FOLLOWING PERCENTAGES: (1) PERCENTAGE V.rHICH THE I/IODERN
LANGUAGE FORMED OF THE TOTAL SCHOOL ENROLL". El: T ; (2) PERCENTAGE WHICH
THE MODERN LANGUAGE FOR:PID OF ITS OWN TOTAL LANGUAGE ENROLUCBN?: (3)
PERCENTAGE OF SCHOOLS T.7HICH OFFERED THE 1'ODERN LANGUAGE
Language Enrollment
Percentage
of 33otal
School
Enrollment
Percentage of each
Podem Language
Course of its ovm
Total Enrollment
1 ercentrv-e
Schools off
the Po&ern
Lanfuas-e
of
ering
French I 116 28 55.7 100
French II 66 16 31.6 91
French III 26 6.3 12.5 36
Total 2M 50.3 99. £ or 100 4.3
Spanish I 10 2 100 9
Total 10 2 100 .39
German
Italian
Gen. Language I 12 3 100 9
Total 12 3 100 .39
I
COITCITJSIOTT
Nov; that I have presented the ten major tables of this
report together with their respective summary tables, I should
like to include as part of my conclusion seven additional tables
for the purpose of giving a -"ore definite conception of the total
enrollment in the modern foreign languages taught in the junior
and senior high schools of Massachusetts during the academic
year 1932-1933. Thus far, each summary table that has been
presented after each of the ten major tables of the report gave
data pertaining to schools classified in five separate groups on
a basis of total school enrollments for the junior and senior high
schools respectively. At present I shall summarize the totals of
these various summary tables in order to arrive at definite
conclusions regarding enrollments in modern foreign languages and
the percentage which each respective modern foreign language
formed of the total school enrollments. These final conclusions
will pertain first to the junior high schools, then to the senior
high schools and finally to all the secondary schools of
Massachusetts for 1932-1933. This will enable -the reader to see
the relative importance which each modern foreign language
occupied in the public school system of
"
'assachusetts during the
academic year 1932-1933.
let us therefore consider Table XI which represents the
total number of junior high schools in Massachusetts offering
French, Spanish, German, Italian and General Language as well as
the total number of pupils enrolled in these courses in the
academic year 1932-1933 together with the percentage which the
enrollment in each modern foreign language formed of the total

junior high school enrollment. The total number of junior high
schools in Massachusetts for 1932-1933 was 222 of which 51.8 per
cent or 115 offered French; 12.6 per cent or 28 offered General
Language; 5.4 per cent or 12 offered Spanish; 1.3 r.er cent or 3
offered German; and .1 or 1 offered Italian. The total number of
pupils enrolled in the .junior high schools of Massachusetts for
1932-1933 was 106,216 pupils of whom 15 per cent, or 15,796 studied
French; 4 per cent, or 3914, studied General Language; 1 per cent,
or 1075, studied Spanish; .2 per cent, or 281, studied German;
and .1 per cent or 134, studied Italian. French, therefore, leads
all other modern foreign languages in total enrollment in the
junior high schools of Massachusetts. Because of its diagnostic
yalue , General Language is included in many school curriculums
.
This fact gives it second place among the modern foreign languages
in the junior high schools. The other three language enrollments
are negligible.
Table XII represents a more cheerful picture regarding the
status of modern foreign languages in the senior high schools of
. .assachusetts for the academic year 1932-1933. As in the junior
high schools, French leads all other modern foreign languages in
total number of schools offering the subject and in total number
of pupils enrolled. . The total number of senior high schools in
Massachusetts for 1932-1933 was 251 of v;hich 98 per cent or 246
offered French, 24 per cent or 59 offered Spanish, 29 per cent or
72 offered German, 1.5 per cent or 4 offered Italian and 1.5 -oer
cent or 4 offered General Language. The total number of ru-rils
in the senior high schools for 1932-1933 was 157,158, of whom
34 per cent, or 52,853, studied French; 6 per cent, or 9505,
studied Spanish; 4 per cent, or 6402, studied German; .3 per cent
or 513 studied Italian and .1 per cent, or 310, studied General
Language. Spanish, therefore, occupied second place in the
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senior high school language enrollments. In considering the status
of German in the senior high schools of Massachusetts for 1932-
1933, it is surprising to note that although German is offered in
5 per cent more schools than Spanish, the Spanish enrollment is
greater by 2903 pupils than the total German enrollment, which is
6402 while that of Spanish is 9305. It is likewise evident that
General Language has dropped from second place in the junior high
schools to last place in the senior high schools. This is to be
expected since the nature of the material offered in General
Language is more applicable to junior high schools.
Table XIII represents the status of modern foreign
languages in all the secondary schools of Massachusetts, that is,
both junior and senior high schools combined, for the acadenric
year 1932-1933. Hence, combining the 222 junior high schools and
the 251 senior high schools, we get a total of 478 secondary
schools in Massachusetts in 1932-1933. Of this number of schools
76 per cent, or 361, offered French; 15.8 per cent, or 75, offered
German; 15 per cent, or 71, offered Spanish; 6.6 per cent, or 32,
offered General Language and .1 per cent or 5 offered Italian.
The total number of pupils in the secondary high schools of
Massachusetts for 1932-1933 was 263,374, of whom 26 per cent, or
68,649, studied French; 4 per cent, or 10,380, studied Spanish;
3 per cent, or 6,683, studied German; 2 per cent, or 4.°24, studied
General Language and .2 per cent, or 647, studied Italian. Again
we have the peculiar situation of more schools offering German
than Spanish, but with a greater Spanish enrollment. In this case
however there is only an .8 per cent increase on the number of
schools offering German as compared with those offering Spanish.
Spanish leads German in total language enrollment by 3967 pupils.
In considering the enrollments in the modern foreign languages
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in all secondary schools of ] assachusetts we find French in first
place, Spanish in second, German in third, General language, due
to its importance in the junior high schools, in fourth place, and
finally Italian occupying a very negligible fifth place.
Tables XIV to XVII have been included for the benefit of
both reader and writer in case there may be any doubt as to any
of the percentages included in the various tables of the report.
These tables make possible a certain amount of verification of
the material presented. Table XIV presents a comparison of the
percentages previously mentioned in Tables XI, XII, XIII. Tables
XV and XVI are of some value because they indicate the number of
junior and senior high schools respectively that offered courses
in the modern foreign languages taught in [assachusetts during
1932-1933. Table XVII presents total language enrollments for both
junior and senior high schools classified on the basis of five
distinct group enrollments. The individual enrollments for each
group when added form the total enrollment for junior high school
and senior high schools.

TABLE XI TOTAL NUMBER OF JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS IN JIA.SSACHU3ETTS
OFFERING FRENCH, SPANISH, GERIAN, ITALIAN AND GENERAL LANGUAGE
AND THE TOTAL NUHBER OF STUDENTS ENROLLED IN THESE COURSES IN THE
ACADEMIC YEAR 1932-1933, TOGETHER WITH THE PERCENTAGE WHICH THE
ENROLLMENT IN THE MODERN LANGUAGE FORKED OF THE TOTAL JUNIOR HIGH
ENROLL iENT ( 106 , 216 )
French Spanish German Italian General Lanema^e
Junior High Schools
Reporting 115 12 3 1 28
Enrollment 15,796 1075 281 134 3914
Per Cent 15 1 .2 .1 4

TABLE XII TOTAL NUMBER OF SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS IN MASSACHUSETTS
OFFERING FRENCH, SPANISH, GERMAN, ITALIAN AND GENERAL LANGUAGE
AND THE TOTAL NUMBER OF STUDENTS ENROLLED IN THESE COURSES IN THE
ACADEMIC YEAR 1932-1933, TOGETHER WITH THE PERCENTAGE v:HICH THE
ENROLLMENT IN THE MODERN LANGUAGE FORMED OF THE TOTAL SENIOR HIGH
ENROLLMENT ( 157 , 158
)
French Spanish German Italian General language
Senior High Schools
Reporting 246 59 72 4 4
Enrollment 52,853 9305 6402 513 310
Per Cent 34 6 4 .3 .1
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TABLE XIII TOTAL NUMBER OF SECONDARY SCHOOLS (JUNIOR AKD 331TI0R
TOGETHER) LTJ MASSACHUSETTS OFFERING FRENCH, SPANISH, GERMAN,
ITALIAN AND GENERAL LANGUAGE AND THE TOTAL NUMBER OF STUDENTS
ENROLLED IN THESE COURSES IN THE ACADEMIC YEAR 1932-1933, TOGETHER
V/ITH THE PERCENTAGE WHICH TILE ENROLLMENT IN THE MODERN LANGUAGE
FORMED OF THE TOTAL SECONDARY SCHOOL (JUNIOR AND SENIOR TOGETHER)
ENROLLIvIENT . ( 263 , 3 74 )
French Spanish German Italian General Language
Secondary Schools
(Jr.&Sr. ) Reporting 361 71 75 5 32
Enrollment 68,649 10,380 6683 647 4224
ir'er Cent 26 4 3 .2 2
i
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TABLE XIV PERCENTAGES WHICH PUPILS ENROLLED IN FRENCH, SPANISH,
GERMAN, ITALIAN AND GENERAL LANGUAGE IN THE SECONDARY SCHOOLS OF
MASSACHUSETTS FORMED OF THE TOTAL JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL ENROLLMENT,
OF THE TOTAL SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL ENROLLMENT j AND OF BOTH JUNIOR AND
SENIOR HIGH ENROLLMENTS COMBINED FOR THE ACADEMIC YEAR OF 1932-1933
Percentage of lercenta.^e of Percentage of
Modern Language Junior High Senior High Junior and Senior
Enrollment Enroilmen
t
Enrollments Cor.Vbined
French 15 34 £6
Spanish 16 4
German .2 4 3
Italian .1 .3 .2
General Language 4 .1 2
€
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TABLE XV NUI.SER OF JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS IN MASSACHUSETTS OFFERING
COURSES IN THE MODERN FOREIGN LANGUAGES FOR THE ACADS" IC YEAR
1932-1933 GROUPED ACCORDING TO SIZE OF TOTAL SCHOOL ENROLL" ENT
School School School School School
Name of Course Enrollment Enrollment Enrollment Enrollment Enrollment
500 and 201 to 101 to 51 to 1 to
Over 500 200 100
French I 70 26 8 9
French II 57 12 5 4
French III 24 2 1
French IV 2
Special French 4 2
Spanish I 9 3
Spanish II 2 2
Spanish III 2 1
German I 3
German II 1
Italian I 1
Italian II 1
Italian III 1
General Language
I
14 5 3 4
General Language II 1
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TABLE XVI NUMBER OF SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS IN MASSACHUSETTS OFFERING
COURSES IN THE MODERN FOREIGN LANGUAGES FOR THE ACAD2MC YEAR
1932-1933 GROUPED ACCORDING TO SIZE OF TOTAL SCHOOL ENROLL" E5TT
School School School School School
y- Enrollment Enrollment Enrollment Enrollment Enrollment
name of Course 50o and 201 to 101 to 51 to 1 to
Over 500 200 100 50
French I 95 55 4P 37 11
French II 95 55' 47 35 10
French III 92 53 43 29 4
French H 32 5
French V 8
Spanish I A Q r0 rzO ±
Spanish II 46 4 2
Spanish III 24 1
Spanish IV 5
Spanish V 1
Germain I 64 7 1
German II 60 6
German III 25 3
Italian I 4
Italian II 4
Italian III 3
Italian IV 1
General Language I 2 1 1
k
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TABLE XVII TOTAL JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL ENROLLMENT AND TOTAL SENIOR
HIGH SCHOOL EMOLLMENT IN MASSACHUSETTS FOR THE ACALE IC YEAR
1932-1933
Group Junior Hi^h School
Enrollment
Senior "lirh Jchool
Enrollment
School Enrollment
500 and Over
School Enrollment
201 to 500
School Enrollment
101 to 200
School Enrollment
51 to 100
School Enrollment
1 to 50
Total
78,515
20,544
4,571
2,230
356
106,21 6
128,251
18,579
7,149
2,769
410
157,158
Total Secondary School Enrollment 263,374
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